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Massive object crashes over 
Edmonton, Canada
Created by: ZoooMer on November 20, flags: 189, replies: 
855
Just got a phonecall from someone who saw a 
massive object light up  the entire Northwest sky over 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
Apparently - and this is only hearsay at this point - but 
police have closed some roads in Edmonton because 
chunks of a meteor have landed all over the city! 
Did anyone else see this ? Or any extra information ? 
The person who called me saw it - he said it so bright 
and intense it was scary. He said there was a massive 
flash and he thought that the flash was actually an 
impact! I said no way dude - typically a bright meteor 
flash is resistant from the atmosphere, and an actual 
impact would be really rare. 
He was about 1 hour south of Edmonton as this 
happened so he could not verify the potential impact 
location. 
I thought I would post this in the UFO section since 
meteors are technically UFOs. 
[edit on 20-11-2008 by ZoooMer] 
Link to thread: ...thread413304/pg1

Apparently cancer cure has 
been around for a while
Created by: Roufas on November 3, flags: 134, replies: 156
" Cancer Cured For Good 
By Bill Sardi and Timothy Hubbell 
October 2008 
It works 100% of the time to eradicate cancer 
completely, and cancer does not recur even years 
later. That is how researchers describe the most 
convincing cancer cure ever announced. 
The weekly injection of just 100 billionths of a gram of 
a harmless glyco-protein (a naturally-produced 
molecule with a sugar component and a protein 
component) activates the human immune system and 
cures cancer for good, according to human studies 
among breast cancer and colon cancer patients, 
producing complete remissions lasting 4 and 7 years 
respectively. This glyco-protein cure is totally without 
side effect but currently goes unused by cancer 
doctors. " 
Mod note: Please check our TOS... cut and pastes 
(particularly without links) of long articles isn't 
permitted. 
Link to thread: ...thread407828/pg1

New Analysis of Oswald’s 
Backyard Photo – JFK 
Assassination
Created by: Hugo Chavez on November 13, flags: 128, 
replies: 147
I think I discovered a new and possibly very important 
discrepancy in the backyard photos of Oswald. As 
many have before, I was going over the 
measurements trying to determine the height of the 
person in the photo to match it with Oswald's height. 
The newspaper width is known to be 11 inches. The 
rifle length is also known. Like others, I’ve found these 
measurements cannot be coordinated to all match 
known dimensions. This stuff has been looked at by 
others but here is what I found while trying to take 
measurements myself: A pretty significant discrepancy 
with the newspapers. 
To explain the image below: 
 • I photoshopped in the papers with green 

borders which were taken from the actual 
papers from the Warren Commission. I sized 
and aligned these photos to match the papers 
Oswald is holding. 

 • The magenta/pink line was placed to highlight 
the barely visible separation between the two 
newspapers. 

 • The Blue lines are measurements of the 
border to compare the evidence papers with 
the original photo. The newspaper title of the 
original, The Militant, has a width of approx. 
3.7 inches measured through the center to the 
down stroke in the last T making the same 
paper held by Oswald approx. 12.6 inches 
wide and not 11 inches!. Notice the extra 
border width shown with the blue lines. 
Especially the space between the last T in 
MILITANT to the edge of the paper and 
compare to the paper Oswald is holding 

 • The red lines compare the width of the 
evidence paper to the width of the same paper 
in the original photo. The original paper in the 
Warren Commission archives is 11 inches 
wide. The text and box around The Worker is 
sized to match the paper Oswald is holding 
which makes that paper approx 12.6 inches 
wide. 

(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Out of curiosity after I discovered this, I grabbed a 

copy of our local paper to see what size it is 
and it measured 12.6 inches wide! 

So what does this mean? Everything on the 
newspapers match up  perfect with the print in 
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the photo but the size of the paper in the 
Oswald photo is absolutely larger. I suspect it 
means Images of The Worker and The Militant 
were put in during the darkroom manipulation 
and he was holding other papers. 

To show this another way: 
1. You can't fit MILITANT perfectly spaced 3 times in 
the width of the original newspaper. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
2. You can't fit the boxed area of The WORKER 
perfectly spaced 3 times in the width of the original 
paper 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
3. Here I've taken The Worker and Militant copied from 
the Oswald photo and spaced them exactly the same 
as the above two photos. As you can see they both fit 
3 times in the width of the paper with room to spare. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Ok, so then I got curious and wanted to know what the 
size of The Dallas Morning News was during that time. 
I did not have an original copy so anyone who does, I 
would love to have this double checked. I’m going by a 
standard half inch margin to determine the scale so if 
the half inch is wrong, the paper could be a different 
size. Half inch is pretty standard so I’ll post my finding 
and hopefully someone can check their copy if they 
have one. 
Here is an image of The Dallas Morning News. 
Adjusting the scale for a standard half inch margin it 
comes out to approx. 12.6 inches 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Link to thread: ...thread411261/pg1

The American History You're 
Not Supposed To Know
Created by: warrenb on November 7, flags: 103, replies: 98
Here is a list of links that provides the real story about 
several dozen events throughout American history that 
are in conflict with what you've been told through 
"official sources." You've been lied to about the 
Pilgrims, the Revolution, genocide, racism, democracy, 
and much much more... 
"ht tp: / /dotconnectoruk.blogspot.com/2008/11/
american-history-youre-not-supposed-to.html 
 2. 1620: Lie Number One, The Pilgrims 
 3. 1763-1783: Lie Number Two, The American 

Revolution 
 4. 1783-1799: Lie Number Three, The Miracle 

of Democracy
 5. 1800-1849: Thirty  Five Invasions And A 

Genocide 
 6. 1850-1859: Invasions, Racism, Slavery  and 

Ethnic Cleansing 

 7. 1860-1864: The Civil War, But  First, Let's 
Kill Some Indians And Get Rid of the Jews 

 8. 1865-1869: The Final Solution To The 
Indian Problem And The Invasions Keep 
On Coming 

 9. 1870-1884: More Invasions, More Racism, 
More Ethnic Cleansing. Happy  100th 
Birthday America. 

 10. 1885-1894: The U.S. Steals Hawaii, Four 
Thousand Lynchings, Shooting Workers in 
the Streets and Planning For a Splendid 
Little War 

 11. 1895-1899: The Spanish-American War, A 
Sordid Little War 

 12. 1900-1904: The Philippines, A Full Dress 
Rehearsal For Iraq

 13. 1905-1909: Treacherous Muslims and Ze 
Quest For Ze Master Race 

 14. 1910-1912: Invasions, Apartheid, 
Lynchings, Censorship And The Quest For 
The Master Race But No Conspiracies 

 15. 1913-1914: Destroying Democracy  in 
Mexico and the Federal Reserve Scam 

 16. 1915-1916: Dangerous Singers, Lynching 
Jews and Blacks Speaking French! 

 17. 1917-1918: The Great War's A Wrap And 
Now We Set The Stage For Old Adolf Plus 
The Miracle Of Free Speech 

 18. 1919-1920: A Summer Of Blood, Lynching 
Will Brown And J. Edna Hoover Takes The 
Stage 

 19. 1921-1922: Setting Up The Hitler Project, 
Giving Away  The Nation's Oil, Mass 
Murdering Black Americans And Poisoning 
All Americans 

 20. 1923-1924: Destroying Rosewood, Racial 
Purity  In Virginia And Prescott  Bush And 
The Boys Get Old Adolf Started 

 21. 1925-1926: Legislated Ignorance, Dupont's 
Supermen, Hoover In Drag And Murdering 
Nicaraguans 

 22. 1927-1928: Steri l izing Americans, 
Slaughtering Miners, Making Your 
Boyfriend FBI Assistant Director, Invading 
China And Dive Bombing Nicaraguans 

 23. 1929-1930: The Crash of '29--A Federal 
R e s e r v e P r o d u c t i o n , R a c i s t 
Pseudoscience, Murdering Workers 
(Again) And The Dulles Brothers Help Old 
Adolf 

 24. 1931-1932: Admiring Mussolini, The 
Depression Ain't So Bad For Some, 
Murdering U.S. Veterans And Killing Puerto 
Ricans And Black People For Science 
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 25. 1933-1934: The Dust Bowl, Gangsters In 
Pinstripe Suits, Pimping For Hitler, The 
Merchants of Death And An All-American 
Coup 

 26. 1935-ongoing: Arming The Nazis, 
Gangsters For Capitalism, Hanging Out 
With Hitler, Blackmailing Hoover And Truth, 
Justice Or The American Way 

And for a nice list of wars and conflicts the US has 
been in involved in, visit here (there may be some that 
he missed). 
Introductory paragraph added to provide a better 
description of the thread as it appears on the site 
home page. 
Link to thread: ...thread409712/pg1

Peter Schiff Was Just Kicked 
Off CNN Live for telling the 
truth
Created by: MoonMine on November 24, flags: 85, replies: 
198
Talk about deflection. 
Peter Schiff was being interviewed live on C.N.N. just 
now about the current state of affairs, and he really 
gave his opinion clearly and without reservations. 
He mentioned that he opposed the bailout, and would 
let failing corporations like AIG and CITI simply fail 
because "there´s a reason they failed"
"We should also not promote public spending or boost 
the economy, this is exactly why the U.S. economy 
failed in the first place. We have been spending way 
too much on credit and have had others pick up  the 
bills we cannot possibly pay back". 
He went on to say that Americans should create and 
save instead of spend. 
On and on, hard truth after hard truth. The moment he 
started to make comments about the Federal Reserve 
system and why their policies have brought the U.S. 
where it is today, he was cutoff in midsentence 
(complete screen went to colored bars) leaving the 
interviewer baffled for about five seconds after which 
she went on to mumble "Technical difficulties" and 
jumping right on the good news of todays market 
recovery. 
Business International, CNN live around 21:00 local 
time (GMT+1) 06:00 DST 
I am still in shock 
MoonMine 
Link to thread: ...thread414293/pg1

UFOs and the Mystery of 
Canneto di Caronia
Created by: internos on November 27, flags: 84, replies: 67
Since January 2004, something of very strange is 
happening to Canneto di Caronia, a small town located 
in Sicily, Italy. 
Here's a quick list of the unexplained phenomena 
occurred so far in Canneto di Caronia: all stuff 
witnessed, reported, observed, caught on camera etc.. 
UFO sightings 
TV, refrigerators, washing machines, mixers etc. that 
switch on by themselves. 
Cell phones charging their batteries spontaneously, 
even when unplugged. 
Boats, Cables, beds, sofas, chairs, cookers, vacuum 
cleaner, TV, refrigerators, washing machines, cables 
catching fire spontaneously, even when unplugged. 
Air conditioners literally melting spontaneously 
Car glasses imploding 
Car glasses found with small, perfectly rounded holes, 
as being hit by some invisible bullets 
Aubergines coloured like rainbows 
Plants burst into flames selectively, on a squared area 
Unexplained magnetic fields peaks detected 
Pen drives getting erased spontaneously 
Compasses … loosing their orientation 
Automatic gates opening and closing randomly 
Car alarms ringing with no reason, and randomly 
Mysterious death of animals, both from ground and 
sea 
…and the list continues, up  to fill in a database 
containing 350 records about cases documented / 
witnessed / reported / caught on camera by common 
people, military, journalists, policemen etc..  
Just to have an idea about the situation, you may want 
to know that the inhabitants (39 people) were 
evacuated for three months. And the phenomena 
continue, until today: even after ENEL, the Italian 
power utility, cut off the town's power supply the 
outbreaks continued. 
On April 29th, 2005 the Italian government charged the 
region of Sicily to create a Task Force (composed 
among the others by high-ranking army officers, 
engineers, architects, geologists and physicists) in 
order to both investigate and monitor the situation in 
Canneto di Caronia, a very small village located in 
Sicily, 39 inhabitants whom experienced a long series 
of extremely strange phenomena: so far, the task force 
has NO  CLUE what is going on there since January 
2004: or, better, they know what’s going on but they 
don’t know why. What follows is the official truth (not to 
mention, of course, what the speculations are): the 
task force is the only group  of study which had the 
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opportunity to work on all the documentation available, 
so the independent analysis are based on incomplete 
data. 
What the task force did: 
Aerial Photo-Remote Sensing campaign by 
Aeronautica Militare 
Physical, Geo-Physical and Geo-Chemical data 
assessment campaign by National Geophysics and 
Volcanology institute 
Oceanographic campaign by the boat "Galatea" from 
Water institute of Marina Militare on a wide sea area, 
in front of the coast of Canneto (magnetometry, 
Physical and Chemical parameters, sedimentology) 
Detection and measurement campaign made with Geo 
radar 
Magnetometric and Electro-magnetic fields detection 
and monitoring campaign by Marina Militare 
Radio-electric spectrum monitoring campaign by the 
Ministry of Telecommunications and by the Regional 
Agency for the protection of the Environment - Sicily 
Measurements of the environmental and meteo 
climatics parameters by Regional Meteo-Agricultural 
Institute - Sicily 
Mapping of all the devices involved within the radio 
electric spectrum within a range of several Kilometres 
from Canneto, by Ministry of Telecommunications 
Aerial detection, mapping and measurements of the 
total intensity of the ground magnetic field by National 
Geophysics and Volcanology institute on a wide area 
of side between Ustica e le and Aeolian Islands 
See: Ordinanza del Presidente del Consiglio dei 
Ministri n.3428 dell'aprile 2005 
The official document with which the Italian 
government charged the region Sicily to create the 
Task Force. 
Among the various experts, researchers, journalists, 
curios etcetera, even the Vatican’s chief exorcist 
Father Gabriele Amorth added his two cents: "I’ve 
seen things like this before. Demons occupy a house 
and appear in electrical goods. Let’s not forget that 
Satan and his followers have immense powers." 
Maybe a good chance to spare two cents was lost 
Note to self: add “demoniac presences” to the list. 
Given the complexity (and the length) of the story, I’d 
rather to focus to the Aliens & UFOs - related side of 
the story: 
In 2007, the task force, after closing the investigations 
and monitoring, leaked an interim report which raised 
more questions instead of providing some answers: 
and the conclusion was that the “bizarre” events were 
"caused by hundreds of high-power electromagnetic 
emissions which were not man-made and reached a 
power between 12 and 15 gigawatts." Francesco 
Mantegna Venerando, Sicily's Civil Protection chief 
who co-ordinated the report, also said "This is just one 

possibility. We are also looking at another one which 
involves the testing of top-secret weapons by an 
unknown power which are also capable of producing 
an enormous amount of energy." 
And 
"This is not the final report. We are still working on our 
conclusions and this has been leaked," he concluded. 
The aforementioned database is not yet available to 
US: in one of the videos I will provide, the chief ot the 
task force explains why. 
See also the article 
Aliens caused Sicily fires, say officials 
By Nick Pisa in Rome 
Last Updated: 12:10AM GMT 29 Oct 2007 
Videos: 
I Misteri di Caronia (9:12 ) [ITA] 
National RAI 2 – Voyager Report 
A writer reports about the sightings by fishermen: she 
says that the spheres of light spotted coming out the 
sea were blue, and that they enlightened the sea 
surface for a while, before disappearing into the sea. 
Interview with a resident (who prefers to remain 
anonymous) who caught on camera several spheres 
of light. He claims that when he goes to “hunt” for 
UFOs, he brings a compass: when he sees that the 
compass doesn’t indicate the real north, he points the 
camera toward the direction indicated by the compass. 
In this way, he had a ratio of 10% success. Note: I 
usually don’t take seriously anonymous sources, but in 
this case there are some valid reasons that make his 
decision perfectly understandable: closed-minded 
people is one of them. A woman, who has lost her 
animals (you can see her interview in another video), 
says that one night she woke up  and saw “two small 
floating bright green lights, like two eyes looking at 
me”: the writer says that many children of the area, 
coming from different families, reported their 
encounters with small grey beings, and that their 
descriptions wee almost identical. At the end, the 
coordinator of the Task-Force says that natural 
phenomena were ruled out basically because the 
natural sources parameter were normal during the 
events. 
Gli incendi misteriosi di Canneto di Caronia 
National RAI 2 TV report 
TG2 Dossier – Canneto di Caronia (8:37)[ITA] 
Some actual scenes of fires taking place at the 
presence of TV crews and fire-fighters. Interesting 
statement by a physicist member of the task-force: he 
says that one of the “electro-magnetic impulses” was 
some type of ray which travelled over the surface of 
the sea, at an altitude between 0 and 15 meters: he 
adds that its power may be compared with the one of 
the last electro-magnetic weapons developed by some 
super-powers BUT is characterized by a totally 
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different course of action. A woman reports a huge 
silver UFO coming out from the sea: it was hovering 
“as if it was dancing” at an altitude of five meters, then 
disappeared above the car. Back to the physicist, he 
says that the absence of casualties has been just “a 
lucky coincidence”. Some mattress burst into flames 
while a couple was sleeping on it. There’s also an 
UNRELATED video from Hessdalen. Then they show 
four cameras that record, continuously 24/7, oriented 
toward N,S,W,E. Then, images of an Helicopter of Civil 
defence carrying instruments of the National Institute 
of geophysics and volcanology, and onboard a 
technician reveals that among other tasks, they are 
looking for some metallic submerged object. 
Speciale Caronia a Verissimo (4:00) [ITA] 
National Canale 5 TV report 
Talks about the decision taken by the Magistrate to 
reopen the case after it was first closed with the 
motivation that the fires were “man made” by 
“unknowns” 
Here we see actual scenes of fires taking place at the 
presence of TV crews, a cell phone “in charge” while 
unplugged, witnesses describing the boat which burst 
into flames and the mysterious death of animals, 
people who have lost everything, some pictures of 
UFOs, some descriptions of sightings, including a man 
describing a bright sphere hovering over the beach, 
then vanishing toward the islands with a progressively 
increasing acceleration, the president of the National 
UFO Centre saying that spheres of light have been 
sought hovering over the hills, over the beach, coming 
out from the sea, disappearing into the sea, many of 
them of size relative small. 
Alieni a canneto di caronia (02:25) [ITA] 
Regional RAI TV report about UFOs activity in the 
area 
NOTE: Super-crappy quality, never seen before 
National RAI news 24 special, 12 parts 
Canneto PT1 (2:46) [ITA] 
Overview of the task force, with actual clips and first 
part of the interview with the coordinator of the task 
force: he makes a brief overview of the task force. 
Canneto PT2 (2:38) [ITA] 
Second part of the interview with actual clips and the 
second part of the interview with the coordinator of the 
task force: here he says that natural occurrences, 
Electric power transmission implants activities, rail 
transport activities, telecommunication systems etc. 
were conclusively ruled out. He also explains how the 
ministry of telecommunication conducted a census of 
all the transmitters, transmission media and receivers 
within a range of 5 Km. (approx. 3 miles), and after 
each one was checked no anomalies were detected. 
And he adds that continuous investigations were made 
with boats, helicopters and vehicles equipped with 

special instruments in order to detect electric, 
magnetic, geo-magnetic anomalies. 
Canneto PT3 (2:46) [ITA] 
The interview continues: here he explains how 
something of incredibly powerful, not man made but 
with all the indication of being artificial in origin, hit the 
town with some “magnetic impulses” that MUST have 
been generated by something, but this something is 
neither natural nor human made. He concludes saying 
that further investigations will be made and more 
reports will be leaked as well. Interview with a writer, 
Adriano Angelini, and the general secretary of the 
National UFO centre (CUN), Vladimiro Bibolotti. 
The writer talks about his book, a Novel: interesting 
reading in which he mentions phenomena actually 
happened in Canneto. 
Canneto PT4 (2:41) [ITA] 
What’s really interesting is that the writer went to 
Canneto and talked with the inhabitants: he reports 
that most of them are convinced that behind the 
events there must be some top-secret military weapon 
tests, and talks about his own surprise when he learnt 
that the task-force mentioned aliens as possible 
explanation, or some ultra top-secret military weapon. 
(Note: it’s important to notice that both army and 
secret services were investigating in the area among 
the others). The writer also guesses that in case it was 
some military weapon test, it would make sense the 
choice of that place, since it’s inhabited but just by a 
few people and remote enough (meaning reduced 
general risks). 
Canneto PT5 (2:49) [ITA] 
The writer also reports to have heard many witnesses 
telling him stories even more scaring than the ones 
reported by media. The anchorman asks to the 
coordinator of the Task-force if the phenomena are still 
taking place. The answer is that the “critical phase” 
has finished, but the phenomena continue: just with 
less frequency. Here he adds that this makes the 
military theory unlikely: after the clamour raised world 
wide, with experts, TV crew, independent investigators 
and the task-force in place they would have most likely 
at least interrupted, if not ceased at all, every test: but 
the strange phenomena continued, even in presence 
of all the aforementioned people, plus their monitoring 
instruments. He also adds that the international 
specialists in weapons within the task force are aware 
of electro-magnetic weapons, but nothing even close 
to what may have generated the phenomena. 
Canneto PT6 (2:58) [ITA] 
Here it gets interesting: the journalist ask to the 
coordinator of the task force why aliens were 
mentioned in the report. The coordinator replies that 
“the alien hypothesis is to be considered in some 
interrogative way”: here he adds that they have a 
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“HUGE documentation on UFOs in the area”. Here the 
writer argues: “Well, interrogative or not, it IS one of 
the two options left” and the coordinator “yes, but no 
one has met up  with some aliens so far, in case it 
would happen, we will disclose it”  and the journalist: 
“of course… I hope” and “in that case, we would 
dedicate to the event our programs 24/7” 
It’s the turn of the secretary of the National UFO  centre 
(CUN). Question: what’s CUN’s take on the story? 
Answer: “I have to state beforehand that we still aren’t 
allowed to see the documentation (including the 
database)”. The secretary also explain the 
investigative method based on ruling out all the 
possible mundane/natural explanations, and that the 
military tests explanation is not so likely for some 
reasons, including the involvement of the inhabitants in 
a highly dangerous situation. Besides, once people 
coming from all the world were in place, (and the 
phenomena continued taking place) it would have 
been unwise to keep  on “experimenting” in presence 
of potential spies.
Canneto PT7 (2:50) [ITA] 
The secretary of CUN also points out that the 
description of the place is inaccurate: while it counts 
less than 50 inhabitants, the area is visited by many 
tourist on regular basis, since the close Aeolian islands 
are known worldwide 
(Note: Being a volcanic archipelago, they are also 
constantly being monitored). The journalist also points 
out that many documented events took place while 
Canneto was “invaded” by all type of researchers, 
investigators, journalists etc. When asked about this 
detail, the coordinator says that the phenomena 
continued at its highest level even during the first six 
months of screening. At this point, the secretary of 
CUN reveals that “40% of UFO sightings reported to 
us, took place in the area of Caronia, in a very narrow 
range. 
He also add that in general, the appearance of the 
objects both spotted and photographed is spherical, or 
semi-spherical, while the witnesses report that their 
movement is apparently intelligent: he adds that he 
could just look at the photos available to the “common 
people” (and that he knows that the task-force is in 
possess of more, extremely clear photos): and that the 
photos show mostly non-conventional stuff. 
Canneto PT8 (2:44) [ITA] 
The secretary of CUN continues, claiming that most 
elements in the documentation gathered so far 
suggest that we’re in presence of some form of 
extremely advanced technology, and that he doesn’t 
believe in the existence of some kind of “Spectre” like 
organization, hiding so much of the technological 
evolution of our species. He also points out the non-
sense of charging the civil defence (in cooperation with 

army, etc) instead of involving straight the army/
aviation and so on, since some unknown flying object 
not recognized by the security system should be 
automatically considered a matter of national security. 
The journalist poses to him the same question 
regarding why there: “If they are aliens, then why 
there, just there, only there?” Answer: “If someone 
would ever be able to answer to such a question, then 
UFOlogy would have no reason to ever exist” and “I 
consider this phenomenon as something that falls into 
the advanced/not yet explained technology basket, 
rather than into the paranormal one”. 
Canneto PT9 (2:44) [ITA] 
The journalist points also out that alien would 
eventually act in a way out of “our logic”, and also what 
apparently makes no sense to us may make perfectly 
sense to them. Brief debate about the ongoing 
releases of files from UK MoD and French CNES-
GEIPAN. Back to the coordinator of the task-force: 
Straight question: “Are the phenomena still occurring?” 
Answer “Yes, after the critical phase of six-eight 
months, we kept on detecting a series of anomalies, 
occurring with less frequency, until today”. 
Canneto PT10 (2:51) [ITA] 
Question to the coordinator of the task-force: “Are all 
these phenomena confirmed? Did you make some 
assessment on their reality?” answer: “We applied a 
criteria: we considered all the cases that were related 
to that specific type of cause (strong electromagnetic 
impulse): now, it’s hard to say whether there’s some 
case that has nothing to do with the “main cause” (i.e. 
some guy who deliberately burst something), but the 
majority if not the totality is related. Besides, there’s 
the UFO  facet: I CONFIRM that we have in our hands 
a remarkable, significant amount of documentation, 
witness, photographs, videos about UFOs. Were 
UFOs stands just for Unidentified Flying Objects. We 
can’t say much about what we saw so far though: we 
couldn’t assess they actual structure, altitude, 
performances etc. Journalist: “Listen but can we see 
these photos or not?” (answer in the next video) 
Canneto PT11 (2:39) [ITA] 
The secretary answers: “Well, actually you saw some 
of them in TV: but in general, we do prefer to reach the 
end of the work, and then I think that all will be 
disclosed, but with the evidences we’ll disclose some 
explanations too”. Question from the secretary of CUN 
to the coordinator of the task-force: “Since in 1994, 
Tullio Regge (note: at the time member of the 
European Parliament) tried, within the European 
Parliament, to create an European Scientific 
Commission of Investigations on the UFOs, and since 
we have seen how UK MoD and french CNES-
GEIPAN declassified documentation regarding UFOs, 
wouldn’t be adequate to work on the same way, and 
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possibly to create an international scientific group of 
study, in order to share documentation, evidences, 
know how etcetera?” (The journalist clarifies that 
maybe the coordinator is the wrong person to whom 
pose such a question, but he answers anyway: ) 
“Actually we did something like that, but let me point 
out that we are working on that specific, narrow area 
and on that specific series of cases: during the 
investigations, we stumbled upon a series of UFOs 
sightings, and since it was our task to investigate 
every anomalous occurrence, of course we couldn’t 
ignore UFOs appearing in the area. Journalist: “UFO’s 
aren’t ruled out as possible responsible of the strange 
events, is that correct?” Answer: “Of course, yes.” 
Question: “With the present budget, how long will you 
be able to keep  investigating?” Answer “Basically, 
there’s no limit, since each member of the group has 
his own budget: but even if theoretically we could 
investigate forever, of course we hope to give some 
answer to the many unaswered questions ASAP” 
Canneto PT12 (2:31) [ITA] 
Conclusion, greetings, thanks and arrivederci a tutti: 
nothing to see here 
Note: there are more videos available all over: there 
are also some videos claimed to have been filmed in 
Caronia, but definitely inconclusive and lacking of 
corroborating information: I prefer to omit to share 
them. 
Link to thread: ...thread415239/pg1

The Coyne incident, 
Mansfield, Ohio, 1973
Created by: internos on November 6, flags: 79, replies: 49
The crew of an Army Reserve helicopter (UH-1H), 
based in Cleveland, Ohio, was returning from 
Columbus, Ohio, at about 10:30 p.m.: it was a clear 
night with no moon, and they were cruising at 90 knots 
at an altitude of 2,500 feet above sea level. 
The crew: 
Lt. Arrigo Jezzi, 26 (at the controls from the left-hand 
seat) 
Sgt. John Healey, 35, (flight medic, sat behind him). 
Spec. 5 Robert Yanacek, 23 (crew chief, sat in the 
right rear seat) 
Capt. Lawrence J. Coyne, 36 (commanding the flight, 
sat on the right front seat) 
(visit  the thread to view linked images)This figure shows 
the places of the four helicopter crew members 
(visit  the thread to view linked images)Lawrence J. 
Coyne 
The sighting of the crew: 
About 11:00 p.m. near Mansfield, Healey saw a red 
light off to the left(west) heading south. Three or four 

minutes later, Yanacek noticed a single steady red 
light on the eastern horizon, and reported it to Coyne. 
About 30 seconds later, Yanacek announced that the 
light appeared to be converging on the helicopter, and 
they all watched it warily. 
As the light continued its approach, Coyne grabbed 
the controls from Jezzi and began a powered descent 
of approximately 500 feet per minute. He made radio 
contact with Mansfield approach control, requesting 
information on possible jet traffic. After Mansfield 
acknowledged their transmission, radio contact was 
lost on both UHF and VHF. 
The red light appeared to be on a collision course, 
approaching at a speed estimated to be more than 600 
knots. Coyne increased the rate of descent to 2,000 
feet per minute until they reached about 1,700 feet, 
about 600 feet above the tree tops. With the unknown 
object about to ram them, the crewmen feared for their 
lives. Just as a collision appeared imminent, the light 
suddenly stopped and hovered above and in front of 
the helicopter. They saw a cigar-shaped, gray metallic 
appearing, domed object whose apparent size filled 
the entire windshield. " 
(visit  the thread to view linked images)What Captain 
Coyne saw through the helicopter windshield
The object appeared solid, blotting out the stars 
behind it. It had a red light at the nose, a white light at 
the tail, and a distinctive green beam emanating from 
the lower part of the otherwise featureless "fuselage." 
The green beam swung up over the helicopter nose, 
through the windshield, and into the upper tinted 
window panels. The cockpit was bathed in intense 
green light. No noise or turbulence was noted. After a 
few seconds, the object accelerated and moved off to 
the west. Coyne and Healey reported that it then made 
a distinct 45 degree turn to the right, heading toward 
Lake Erie. While the object was still visible, Jezzi and 
Coyne both noted that the altimeter read 3,500 feet 
with a rate of climb of 1,000 feet per minute. Yet the 
collective (steering mechanism) was still in the full-
down position set during the descent. 
As Coyne cautiously raised the collective, the 
helicopter continued climbing, as would be expected. 
At an indicated altitude of 3,800 feet Coyne finally felt 
that he had regained positive control. 
Then they felt a slight "bump." He descended to the 
previously assigned cruise altitude of 2,500 feet and 
made radio contact with Akron/Canton, which now was 
easily achieved. The remainder of the flight to 
Cleveland was routine. 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Drawing of the object made under Captain Coyne and 
Sergeant Yanacsek direction 
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The sighting from the ground: 
At about 11:00 p.m., Mrs. Erma C. and four children 
were returning from Mansfield to their rural home 
southeast of town. As they drove south on Laver Road, 
they noticed a bright red light flying south. She turned 
the car eastward and continued on across the Charles 
Mill Reservoir, a distance of 3.6 miles, covered in 
about 5 minutes. At this point they saw to the east a 
red and green light, moving together, coming down 
rapidly toward them. At first they assumed it was a 
low-flying light plane, but changed their minds almost 
immediately. The red was too bright, especially 
compared to the green. They could not see any shape 
or, at first, hear any sound. When they stopped the car 
and got out to look, they heard the typical sounds of a 
helicopter. As they watched, the red light and the 
helicopter converged. 
After the red-lighted object stopped, the green light 
flared up. "When we got out, everything was green. I 
saw that thing and the helicopter." The witnesses 
agreed that the helicopter was green "because of the 
light from the thing up  above... It was so bright that you 
couldn't see too far. 
Everything was green. The trees, the car, everything." 
The helicopter with the other object above and slightly 
ahead of it moved in tandem from southwest to 
northeast. Suddenly the green light went out and the 
object was gone. "When the light went out you couldn't 
see the object. And then the helicopter went northeast. 
Then we got back in the car and went on, and saw it 
[the helicopter] fly out over the lake." " 
(visit  the  thread to view linked images)Drawing of the 
ground observation by investigators
Jeanne Elias, 44, was watching the news at her home 
southeast of Mansfield just after 11:00 p.m. She 
recognized the sound of an Army helicopter 
approaching so loud and near that she feared it was 
going to crash into the house. The sound persisted for 
"a long time," and when it was over her son John, 14, 
called out from his room. He had been awakened by 
the sound, and then had observed a bright green light 
that lit up  the bedroom. The light persisted long 
enough for him to realize that "there must be some 
kind of object right above the house, because it was 
coming in so heavy in my room." 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Drawing by Curt, aged 10, who saw the object from 
the ground 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Drawing by Camille, aged 11, who saw the object from 
the ground 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Flightpath 
Investigator Jennie Zeidman conducted a time-line 
analysis, second-by second, showing that the object 

was continuously in view of the helicopter crew for at 
least five minutes. This duration and the witness 
descriptions both from the helicopter and the ground 
rules out the object being a meteor. 
The official report: 
"DISPOSITION FORM 
AR 340-15: the proponent agency is The Adjutant 
General's Office. 
Near Midair Collision with UFO Report 
To: Commander Flight Operations Office 
DATE 23 Nov 73 Cmt 1 
83D USARCOM USAR Flight Facility 
ATTN: AHRCCG  Cleveland Hopkins Airport Columbus 
Support Facility Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
1. On 18 October 1973 at 2305 hours in the vicinity of 
Mansfield, Ohio, Army Helicopter 68-15444 assigned 
to Cleveland USAR/FFAC encountered a near midair 
collision with a unidentified flying object. Four 
crewmembers assigned to the Cleveland USARFFAC 
for flying proficiency were on AFTP 
status when this incident occurred. The flight crew 
assigned was CPT Lawrence J. Coyne, Pilot in 
Command,1LT Arrigo Jozzi, Copilot, SSG Robert 
Yanacsek, Crew Chief, SSG John Healey,Flight Medio. 
All the above personnel are member of the 316th MED 
DET(HEL AMB). a tenant reserve unit of the Cleveland 
USAR/FFAC. 
2. The reported incident happened as follows: Army 
Helicopter 68-15444 was returning from Columbus, 
Ohio to Cleveland, Ohio and at 2305 hours east, south 
east of Mansfield Airport in the vicinity of Mansfield, 
Ohio while flying at an altitude of 2500 feet and on a 
heading of 030 degrees, SSG 
Yanacsek observed a red light on the east horizon,90 
drgrees to the flight path of the helicopter. 
Approximately 30 seconds later, SSG Yanacsek 
indicated the object was converging on the helicopter 
at the same altitude at a airspeed in excess of 600 
knots and on a midair collision heading. 
Cpt Coyne observed the converging object, took over 
the controls of the aircraft and initiated a power 
descent from 2500 feet to 1700 feet to avoid impact 
with the object. A radio call was initiated to Mansfield 
Tower who acknowledged the helicopter and was 
asked by CPT Coyne if there were any high 
performance aircraft flying in the vicinity of Mansfield 
Airport however there was no response received from 
the tower. The crew expected impact from the object 
instead, the object was observed to hesistate 
momontarily over the helicopter and then slowly 
continued on a westerly course accelerating at a high 
rate of speed, clear west of Mansfield Airport then turn 
45 degree heading to the Northwest. Cpt Coyne 
indicated the altimeter read a 1000 fpm olimp  and read 
3500 feet with the collective in the full down position. 
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The aircraft was returned to 2500 feet by CPT Coyne 
and flown back to Cleveland, Ohio. The flight plan was 
closed and the FAA Flight Service Station notified of 
the incident. The FSS told CPT Coyne to report the 
incident to the FAA GADO office a Cleveland Hopkins 
Airport Mr. Porter, 83d USARCOM was notified of the 
incident at 1530 hours on 19 Oct 73. 
3. This report has been read and attested to by the 
crewmembers of the aircraft with signatures 
acknowledgeing this report. 
Lawrence J. Coyne [Signature] 
Arrigo Jozzi [Signature] 
Robert Yanacsek [Signature] 
John Healey [Signature] 
DA FORM 2496 
The article published in The Mansfield News Journal 
on November 4, 1973 
Incident named after pilot 
"CLEVELAND - 
- Army Reserve helicopter pilot Capt. Lawrence Coyne 
is a military commander who doesn't believe in 
unidentified flying objects (UFOs) or little green 
spacemen. But after a near miss two weeks ago 
between his helicopter and a "big, gray, metallic-
looking" object in the sky over Mansfield, he doesn't 
know what to think. 
"I had to file an official report in detail to the Army on 
this thing," he said. 
Coyne is a member of the 316th Medical Detachment 
stationed at Cleveland Hopkins Airport. He was 
returning from Columbus at 11:10 p.m., Oct. 18, when 
the UFO showed up near where the Air National Guard 
has a squadron of jet fighters based. He said a check 
turned up that none of the unit's F-100 Super Saber 
Jets were in the air when the UFO appeared. Coyne 
said when he first encountered the UFO, his helicopter 
was cruising at 2,500 feet. He had the controls set for 
a 20-degree dive, but the craft climbed to 3,500 feet 
with no power. 
"I had made no attempt to pull up," he said. "There 
was no noise or turbulence, either." Coyne said a red 
light appeared on the eastern horizon, and was first 
spotted by his crew chief, Sgt. Robert Yanacsek. 
"The light was traveling in excess of 600 knots," Coyne 
said. "It came from the horizon to our aircraft in about 
10 seconds. We were on a collision course." 
The pilot said he put his helicopter into a dive. 
"At 1,700 feet I braced myself for the impact with the 
other craft," he said. "It was coming from our right side. 
I was scared. There had been so little time to respond. 
The thing was terrifically fast." 
There was no crash. 
"We looked up  and saw it stopped right over us: it had 
a big, gray metallic-looking hull about 60 feet long. It 
was shaped like an airfoil or a streamlined fat cigar. 

There was a red light on the front. The leading edge 
glowed red a short distance back from the nose. There 
was a center dome. A green light at the rear reflected 
on the hull." 
Coyne said the green light swiveled like a spotlight and 
beamed through the canopy of his craft, bathing the 
cabin in green light. He said as he and members of the 
crew stared at the craft his helicopter began to climb 
without his guidance. 
"I had made no attempt to pull up: all controls were set 
for a 20-degree dive. Yet we had climbed from 1,700 to 
3,500 feet with no power in a couple of seconds with 
no g-forces or other noticeable strains." 
Coyne said the UFO finally moved off to the west and 
was gone. 
Coyne UH-1H Helicopter UFO Incident 1973 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Too bad there are neither some photos nor videos of 
this sighting: anyway, it's one of those very rare cases 
in which something was spotted from both air and 
ground. Basically, there aren't visual proofs, but at the 
same time there are some extremely reliable 
witnesses: and it's also something very close to a mid-
air collision, as mentioned in the official report (Near 
Midair Collision with UFO). 
I would like to thank Steve Hammons, journalist, for 
being so kind to bring this case to my attention (BTW: 
his articles are always some VERY interesting 
reading). 
I would greatly appreciate any comment about this 
story. :):up: 
Link to thread: ...thread409087/pg1

YouTube Censors and Deletes 
Accounts of 20+ Leading 
Government Conspiracy 
Critics.
Created by: eonpeon on November 2, flags: 78, replies: 124
www.youtube.com 
"YouTube has performed a mass-deletion of a number 
of popular member accounts, where those members 
were regular posters of news regarding government 
outrages and other conspiracy stories. 
In one sweep, posters like acebryan, nightfallproject, 
rodneykingman, teabowbraine, realeducation, 
vormeggio, mayorofcydae, wildtonic heartofdrakn 
NafrikaKorps were removed completely. "(visit the link 
for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread407566/pg1
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India Under Terror Attack! At 
least ten people killed in 
Mumbai shootings: TV (now 
125 +)
Created by: Truther on November 26, flags: 68, replies: 
1897
www.reuters.com 
"NEW DELHI (Reuters) - At least ten people were 
killed after shootings by unidentified assailants in 
Mumbai in what police said was a terror attack, local 
television stations said."(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
Link to thread: ...thread414924/pg1

Bye George WINNERS – 1ST 
"GoalPoster” 2ND 
"greeneyedleo" 3RD 
"mrwupy" MOD "yeahright"
Created by: Dave Rabbit on November 4, flags: 68, replies: 
522
AND THE WINNERS ARE..... 
1st Place – GoalPoster – 50,000 Points 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
You think the economy stinks? Wait till you see what I 
left Obama in the bathroom off the Oval Office. 
2nd Place - greeneyedleo – 30,000 Points 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
But...But.... I read on ATS, the most reliable source for 
information, that I would remain in office!!!! 
3rd Place – mrwupy – 20,000 Points 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
What do you mean I've been President for the last 
eight years? President of what??? 
yeahright – Winning Mod - BRAGGING  RIGHTS 
ONLY! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
I have to leave? Right on the verge of capturin' 
Oksana Baiul? 
Please FLAG & STAR This MUTHA! 
STAR YOUR FAVORITES! 
MEMBER STARS CONTROL THE WINNERS! 
This is the SEVENTH in a series of membership 
caption contests by the ATS MIX Team. This time, it is 
a photo of outgoing President George Bush. A total of 
100,000 ATS POINTS will be awarded for this special 
Presidential Caption Contest. 

Like All Of Us Have Had To Endure During His 8 Years 
In Office, George Is Grimacing/Crying About 
Something. What Is It? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
EXAMPLE: ”Ohhhh.... bad Taco!” 
You may submit ONE CAPTION PER REPLY 
PLEASE. 
If you like a CAPTION, click on the STAR on the 
submission. The submissions that have the MOST 
STARS, as selected by the membership, will be the 
WINNERS. In case of TIES, they will be broken by The 
Three Amigos. DEADLINE for submissions on this 
thread is November 5th, 2008. Winners will be 
AWARDED shortly after CLOSE of this thread with 
points awarded at that time. The TOP THREE 
CAPTIONS STARRED Will Receive Points As Follows: 
1st Place STARS - 50,000 ATS Points 
2nd Place STARS - 30,000 ATS Points 
3rd Place STARS - 20,000 ATS Points 
The Top  MOD SQUAD Member Will Get BRAGGING 
RIGHTS! 
Link to thread: ...thread408414/pg1

Welcome to the USSA
Created by: gizmohd on November 4, flags: 66, replies: 733
November 4th 2008 marks the dawn of a new day. 
Gone will be the days where hard work actually means 
something in order to prosper in the world. Gone are 
the days where family matters. Welcome to the 
economic enslavement of the entire nation. No longer 
will you benefit from succeeding in business or work. 
No longer will you need to worry about paying for your 
electric bills or gas bills. Why? Because you wont be 
able to much longer. Obama told us that under his 
plans the cost of electricity would 'necessarily" 
skyrocket. Under his plan if I succeed and become 
successful I will be punished by higher tax rates. Gone 
is the American dream. I am rightfully upset. I am a 
single father raising two children without any help from 
their mother (financially or otherwise) and I take NO 
government assistance to do it. I worked 60 hour work 
weeks while going to school full time in the evenings 
while my children were toddlers giving up  precious 
time with them in order to earn my college degree so 
that I could make more and provide more for them. But 
now, when Obama removes the Bush tax cuts, my 
taxes will increase, when Obama orders that the 
Power Plants pay a ridiculous carbon tax for burning 
coal, my Electricity costs will skyrocket... Now, when 
Obama stops us from drilling for more oil my fuel costs 
will skyrocket.. When is enough enough? Where is the 
point where Obama comes out and says that they will 
take 100% of my salary and provide me with what "I 
need" to survive? Myself, my father/grandfather/
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greatgrandfather etc all served in the military with pride 
to protect my and your freedoms from socialsm and 
now I get to explain to my children just why is it that we 
allowed socialism/communism to win. ANd the sad 
thing about it all is that they were right.. Because 
America allowed itself to be bribed with our own 
money, money that the government shouldnt have in 
the first place, we vote our freedoms away just for a 
damn handout.. 
So, as the title suggests... Welcome to the United 
Socialist States of America. God help  me, I pray that I 
am wrong and things will not get as bad as I forsee.. 
But when everything I was taught about freedom and 
what this Republic stands for is going to be flushed 
down the toilet, it makes me mad. But most of all, it 
makes me extremely sad.. Just how is it that I am 
going to explain it to my children how we allowed this 
wonderful country to slip away from us.
Link to thread: ...thread408506/pg1

Discoveries at Bimini
Created by: warrenb on November 8, flags: 65, replies: 74
"In June 2007, Drs. Greg and Lora Little conducted an 
expedition to Bimini accompanied by Krista and Eslie 
Brown. The purpose of the trip  was to conduct side-
scan sonar of the Bimini Road, the Paradise Point 
Pier, and the line of stones known as Proctor’s Road. 
In addition, we planned to investigate the site of 
Donato’s underwater rectangles and a stone formation 
7-miles north of Bimini. We have obtained our own 
side-scan sonar unit, built it into a fully portable model, 
and utilized it to identify and examine a host of 
underwater features." 
(visit  the thread to view linked images)(visit the  thread 
to view linked images) 
"Proctor’s Road is a mile-long line of stones to the 
west of the Bimini Road, near the North Bimini 
shoreline. Previous research had shown that there 
were five complete or partial stone circles there, 
formed from huge stone blocks arranged into circular 
patterns. These are perhaps mooring circles, a method 
of ship  mooring utilized at several ancient 
Mediterranean harbors, including the previously 
mentioned Cosa harbor. The side-scan sonar was 
used to measure and analyze the circles. We were 
able to identify several of these with the side-scan. In 
addition, the side-scan sonar was used to obtain a 
complete image of both the Bimini Road and the 
Paradise Point Pier. When the images were obtained, 
sand had covered wide portions of the Bimini Road. 
Discovery of Marble “Ruins” 
Several years ago the Browns learned of an area 
about 7-miles north of Bimini, which had some 
interesting stone blocks on the bottom. Reaching this 

area, we saw a few dark, coral encrusted beams of 
stone and several small piles covered with sand. The 
side-scan sonar revealed that the area was actually 
widely littered with apparently stone forms hidden 
under sand. 
Focusing our efforts on the one small exposed area, 
we were astonished to see a triangular, well-polished 
slab  of stone that appeared exactly like the apex at the 
top tip  of a roof on a temple. It was about 7-feet long 
and its thickness is unknown. The triangular stone was 
embedded in sand but we were able to confirm that it 
was at least three feet thick. After cleaning this stone 
of sand and debris, a beautiful, somewhat ornate slab 
was revealed. Several small pieces off the edge of this 
apex were removed and brought to the surface. It was 
white marble, gleaming like quartz in the sun. Several 
beams, some as long as 15-feet were found, with one 
end disappearing into the sand. In addition, columns, 
polished building slabs, and many smaller blocks were 
found. Small samples revealed that these were of the 
same type of white marble. Knowing that the site had 
been previously known, we then scoured records to 
see what had been written about it. We found that in 
1970, Richard Wingate and a group of researchers 
had investigated the marble. Using an underwater 
sand blower, Wingate found that the marble was 
widely scattered and had at least three layers of slabs 
before it reached the bedrock seabed. Under the 
bottom layer of marble, Wingate found the wooden ribs 
of an old ship. According to Wingate’s group, not far 
from this site there are massive areas covered with 
granite slabs, supposedly from two other shipwrecks. 
" 
Full story with lots of images here 
Quoting External Sources - Please Review This 
Link 
"post NO MORE THAN 15% of the original (or three 
paragraphs, whichever is least)" 
[edit on 9/11/08 by Jbird]
Link to thread: ...thread409876/pg1

You are 100% wrong! Deny 
Ignorance
Created by: whoshotJR on November 26, flags: 65, replies: 
74
I have been reading the boards for a few months and 
one thing I notice is that people seem to not grasp  that 
you can't prove something doesn't exist or that it's not 
possible. 
You can prove something does exist ( although you 
will probably be told your wrong :P ). You can prove 
something is not very likely or plausible at this given 
moment, but you can't say that something will never 
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happen or is impossible to happen. That just means 
that at this given moment with our given knowledge 
and technology we don't have proof yet. 
My point of this post is that it is very small sighted of 
us to so matter a factually tell somebody they are 
wrong. You may feel very foolish when it turns out the 
world wasn't flat or that everything doesn't rotate 
around earth. I wonder how many people would have 
called you insane if you spoke of the possibility of cell 
phones in the 1800's 
You stifle creativity with statements like the above 
listed. You tell somebody that an engine that runs on 
water isn't possible and it makes them feel they are 
wrong for going against the norm yet maybe that 
person would have figured out the key to unlocking 
that technology. It amazes me how we are so quick to 
say that the mind has so many possibility's and to not 
limit yourself to kids, then when they listen to you we 
mock them and try to knock them back to mediocrity. 
So the next time you come across a thread that you 
disagree with ,maybe you don't jump  to insults and the 
small minded and finite reply of " They/It doesn't exist 
and isn't possible, use the search button:flame:" Deny 
ignorance by asking questions as to why the author 
thinks it's possible. Maybe they just didn't think of 
something yet or maybe they didn't explain it very well. 
-Sorry if in the wrong forum-
Link to thread: ...thread415034/pg1

What You Should Know About 
Lower Astrals
Created by: antar on November 8, flags: 64, replies: 409
We are living in a time when great satisfaction is rising 
in a sadistic manner like never before in human history 
aided by the lower astrals. They have always been 
here in small numbers, but they are now slipping 
through in great numbers to rise against and attempt 
to enslave humans, animals, plants and Mother Earth, 
nature herself. 
For years we have listened to thousands of 
contactees, channelers, psychics, remote viewers ex 
Government whistle blowers, dreamers, experiencers 
and researchers alike warning of the coming global 
takeover by malevolent forces determined to control 
and enslave humans. Could there be truth to this and if 
so why only certain people in the know and not 
everyone all at once collectively? 
It is easy to turn it all off in the mind and pretend that it 
does not exist, that it is some insane idea which has 
no basis in reality. Aliens? Inter dimensional beings? 
Giants? Demons? Human beings controlled without 
their knowledge or consent? The truth about lower 
astrals needs to be known by as many people as can 

be reached and that will choose to take action. 
Ignorance will not be bliss, it will be torture beyond 
imagination, comprehension. 
We are living in a time when great satisfaction is rising 
in a sadistic manner like never before in human history 
navigated by the lower astrals. They have always been 
here in small numbers, but they are now slipping 
through in great numbers to rise against and enslave 
humans, animals, plants and Mother Earth, nature 
herself. 
Fiction you think? Impossible? Consider for just a 
moment that everything you have been told is a lie, 
that nothing is as it appears. For a moment 
contemplate your own personal position in this great 
unfolding presence. 
How will it affect you, or will it if you just deny it access 
with your belief systems, your ideologies, faith? Has it 
affected you already unbeknown st to you? Is this the 
life you choose to live or does it seem that you are not 
the master of your own destiny? 
These are questions which will help  to strengthen you 
for the days to come if you first ask with complete 
honesty. Nothing less than a thorough and deep  soul 
search will give you the strength to survive with your 
life or moreover your soul from this plane of existence 
as it prepares to move into the next density or astral 
plane. 
If you maintain your body but loose your soul, ask 
yourself what would be the purpose? If there was only 
a minute chance for your soul to move on to the next 
higher plane will you risk it? 
In the fast approaching times you will be tested and 
challenged from many levels and dimensions. You can 
lay down like a dead battery and accept all that is 
imposed upon you as if there is no choice or you can 
choose to find the inner strength which is connected to 
a higher cosmic whole and that will help  you if only you 
first do all you humanly can to fight the forces of the 
physical mental plane as they invade our known world 
reality. 
Continued below...
Link to thread: ...thread409835/pg1
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Vanishing Sunspot Mystery 
Has Scientists Worried! The 
Beginning Of The Ice Age?
Created by: mikesingh on November 25, flags: 63, replies: 
102
Sunspots are dark, cool regions with intense magnetic 
fields or magnetic loops bursting out from the Sun's 
interior that inhibit convection, forming areas of 
reduced surface temperature. Visible from Earth even 
without a telescope sunspots have temperatures of 
roughly 4,000–4,500 K. However, as the temperatures 
of the surrounding area are approx 5,800 K, these 
become clearly visible as dark spots or sunspots. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Sunspot in comparison with the size of the Earth 
Courtesy: STEREO 
Sunspots, some as large as 80,000 km in diameter, 
typically move across the surface of the sun, 
contracting and expanding as they go. Over the past 
decade some researchers say they've found puzzling 
correlations between changes in the sun's output and 
weather and climate patterns on Earth. 
"Now they (Sunspots) are all gone. Not even solar 
physicists know why it’s happening and what this odd 
solar silence might be indicating for our future. The last 
time this happened was 400 years ago -- and it 
signaled a solar event known as a "Maunder 
Minimum," along with the start of what we now call the 
"Little Ice Age."" 
Although periods of inactivity are normal for the sun, 
this current period has gone on much longer than 
usual and scientists are starting to worry. 
" "It continues to be dead," said Saku Tsuneta with the 
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, program 
manager for the Hinode solar mission, noting that it is 
at least a little bit worrisome for scientists. In the past, 
they observed that the sun once went 50 years without 
producing sunspots. That period coincided with a little 
ice age on Earth that lasted from 1650 to 1700. 
Coincidence? Some scientists say it was, but many 
worry that it wasn’t." 
Global Warming Or The Coming Ice Age? 
According to Geophysicist Phil Chapman, pictures 
from SOHO  show that there is no sunspot activity on 
the sun at present. He also noted that the world cooled 
quickly between January last year and January this 
year, by about 0.7C! He also cautioned that another 
mini Ice Age could come without warning. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
From the film, ‘The Day After Tomorrow’ 
"Now this 11-year low in Sunspot activity has raised 
fears among a small but growing number of scientists 

that rather than getting warmer, the Earth could 
possibly be about to return to another cooling period. 
The idea is especially intriguing considering that most 
of the world is in preparation for global warming. 
Oleg Sorokhtin, a fellow of the Russian Academy of 
Natural Sciences believes that a lack of sunspots does 
indicate a coming cooling period based on certain past 
trends and early records. In fact, he calls manmade 
climate change "a drop in the bucket" compared to the 
fierce and abrupt cold that can potentially be brought 
on by inactive solar phases." 
So what of ‘Global Warming’? Do scientists have to 
revisit their predictions and nightmare scenarios 
painted by them of retreating glaciers and rising sea 
levels drowning out coastal cities etc? Or is global 
warming a conspiracy? Or is it that we just don’t know 
what the heck is happening and imagining devastating 
scenarios based on inaccurate climate models that we 
know little or nothing about? Or are we now witnessing 
the end of a global warming period and the beginning 
of another ice age? 
Time will tell. I guess we’ll just have to wait and see 
what the future holds. 
Refs: 
Link to thread: ...thread414449/pg1

This is a must know. Scary re-
education camps?
Created by: anotherdad on November 14, flags: 61, replies: 
566
How do you young Obama fans feel about this? Do 
you realize how scary this is? Spend 3-4 months in 
Cival government training. 
Scroll down to the Emanual audio. They really want to 
do this and will have the power with the house and 
senate, soon the judges. 
To butcher a bill engvel saying "here's your change" 
When they show up  at my door to grab my daughter is 
the moment i start fireing! 
How is this not...... 
A. a re-education camp. 
B. A draft 
C. unconstitutional 
D. all of the above. 
What is good about this? 
I also thought terrorism was not a big issue, after all 
"Iran is a tiny country" so why have a civilian Army to 
protect us. Isn't there the Active duty, reserves, 
national guard, police, homeland security, border 
patrol. am i missing any? oh ya CIA, FBI, NSA. 
Maybe all your Bush fears will come true with Obama. 
A Obama military! :wow:
Link to thread: ...thread411708/pg1
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Celente Predicts Revolution, 
Food Riots, Tax Rebellions By 
2012!
Created by: gselsidi on November 13, flags: 60, replies: 131
www.prisonplanet.com 
"Trend forecaster, renowned for being accurate in the 
past, says that America will cease to be a developed 
nation within 4 years, crisis will be “worse than the 
great depression” 
The man who predicted the 1987 stock market crash 
and the fall of the Soviet Union is now forecasting 
revolution in America, food riots and tax rebellions - all 
within four years, while cautioning that putting food on 
the table will be a more pressing concern than buying 
Christmas gifts by 2012. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread411270/pg1

Unseen Pentagon 
Footage?!!?! Wow
Created by: matrix911 on November 19, flags: 58, replies: 
189
Hey guys... Again I may have missed the thread, but 
this is the first time I've seen this particular 
PENTAGON VIDEO... IS THIS VIDEO  REAL? Its 
showing real time ariel footage of the impact? 
WTF?????????????? 
(excuse the external site post, but i can't find the 
original or any other link) 
I'm having a hard time believing this is real or that its 
not been posted and discussed already here, but it 
sure looks like it is... and if so, holy balls! If its bs, mod 
delete this post i guess. 
can anyone verify this? 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Link to thread: ...thread412869/pg1

Fox News knows the outcome 
early!!!
Created by: tator3 on November 4, flags: 56, replies: 124
This was on fox news website under election tracker 
yesterday....is this a prediction or do they know the 
results before the voting even begins?
I could be really off here, but I thought I would post it 
just in case this election is rigged. I was on the page 
and if flashed up  there for about a minute and then it 
went back to zeros. I copied it very fast and I sent it 

out to a few peoples emails. I think maybe I 'm a little 
paranoid...but you never know. neways. Heres what it 
read: 
62,641,286 for Barack Obama 51.13% 
To 
58,569,725 for John McCain 47.81% 
451,672 for Bob Bar 0.36% 
245,688 for Ralph Nader 0.20% 
35,861 for Alan Keyes 0.02% 
They had other results for the amendments and stuff 
but I didnt have a chance to copy those.
Link to thread: ...thread408407/pg1

Real Contrail Science, why 
they persist and why they 
spread out and why they are 
not chemtrails
Created by: OzWeatherman on November 17, flags: 56, 
replies: 528
Ive been noticing a lot of discussion on other threads, 
particularly by newer members about the persistance 
and spreading out of contrails and making the 
assumption that they are chemtrails. The reality is that 
contrails, can spread out to cover the sky and can 
persist for many hours after they are originally created. 
All it takes is a basic understanding of how the upper 
atmosphere works. 
Why we see more contrails in modern days 
Another point brought up  is that contrails never existed 
or were not as abundannt before a recent date. Then 
is this photo from the book Cloud Studies in Colour, by 
Richard Scorer and Harry Wexler, publsihed in 1967 
incorrect? 
Is this youtube video, with footage from a 1944 film 
incorrect? 
And this one shows the huge density of aircraft over 
the USA, which helps to explain criss crossinf contrails 
and grids 
Remarkable that contrails were persisting and 
spreading out back during world war 2, when many of 
the chemtrail theorists claim that contrail persistance 
and spreading out never occured back in the days 
when they were younger 
And another reason there appeared to be fewer 
contrails 
"Contrails are a common sight now, but prior the the 
advent of commercial jet travel in the late 50s, there 
was little reason for planes to fly high enough to form 
contrails" 
Now with the large use of jet engines, combined with 
the lower cost for plane tickets and exponential 
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increase in numbers using air travel, naturally we see 
many more contrails along flight paths (pending 
weather conditions obviously). 
How contrails persist 
Many chemtrail theorists claim that contrails do not 
persist while chemtrails do. Then how do they explain 
snow staying on the ground for long periods of time. 
They are both the same thing, ice crystals, only 
introducing extremely hot engine vapour into a 
freezing cold environment means that ice crystals from 
much quicker than snow forms. The process is known 
as sublimation. 
Sublimation is a chemical process (i know i mentioned 
chemical) when a vapour/ gas is cooled so quickly that 
it goes into solid form, skipping the liquid phase. 
If there is little or no water vapour present in the 
atmosphere, then the contrail will not last for long. If 
the air already has water vapour present in it, then 
contrails will persist longer. The reason for this is 
because of supersaturation. This occurs when an 
excessive amount of water vapour is added into an 
already moist environment, causing the ice crystals to 
not sublimate like they usually would, meaning we see 
them from the ground as a persistent contrail. 
As more planes follow flight paths, they introduce more 
vapour into the already supersaturated air, and attract 
more water vapour from the surrounding air, making 
the ice crystals increase in size and the contrail to 
become thicker. Its almost the exact same way clouds 
are formed, and from a meteorological aspect, we 
regard contrails as cirrus cloud (meaning they are 
physically identical to normal clouds) if they are 
observed persist for at least 30 minutes. 
How contrails spread out 
Now knowing that contrails are able to persist, we now 
can move on to explaining why they spread out. 
An interesting quote first up 
"It has been estimated that in certain heavy air-traffic 
corridors, cloud cover has increased by as much as 
20%" 
Yep, thats right, cloud cover. As explained before 
contrails are regarded meteorologically as cirrus cloud. 
When they spread out to form a layer of cloud, its 
known as cirrostratus cloud. 
For a contrail to spread out we need a couple of 
things. Firstly we need a supersaturated environment. 
And we also need the high winds that are found at the 
altitudes at which planes fly. One such type of wind is 
known as the jetstream, which has recorded winds in 
excess of 200mph. So the prevailing winds in a dry 
eair environment would normally disspate a contrail 
quite quickly. In a supersaturated environment. The 
winds push moisture into other areas already moist, 
causing more ice crystals to form and a layer of cloud 

to from over the sky. As long as there are high winds 
and mositure, the clouds will continue to spread 
This also explains why spraying a substance at 20,000 
to 30,000ft is unplausible. Imagine spraying at a height 
of say 22,000ft into a wind of 150kph. The chemical or 
whatever wont fall gently to the ground on top  of you, 
its more likely to end up  miles away in any direction!! 
Just look at the changes in wind direction and speed 
on the links below. The data is from the world wide 
upper air network which im proud to say im involved in. 
Its collected using a weather balloon and raidosonde, 
tracked with either radar or GPS 
Just to note, I have never had any of our weather 
balloons land back down directly from where our 
launching zone is......now thats saying something isnt 
it 
For those interested in how contrail persistence is 
forecast, use the Appleman chart, overlayed with you 
nearest upper air sounding met station (radiosonde 
sounding/ weather balloon) 
In conclusion, its far more reliable to poison the 
population by spiking the drinking water supply rather 
than this way :up: 
And its also funny to see that all the chemtrails sites 
on the web, dont use advice from real 
meteorologists :@@:
Link to thread: ...thread412301/pg1

*Must Read* (Real Video 
Proof), Planet X, Nibiru! Good 
News...
Created by: Good_Vibrations on November 7, flags: 55, 
replies: 177
Remember the expected coming of a large object, 
Nibiru Planet X prediction in 2003? 
The Vatican new about it and so did your 
governments, they did not tell you because they 
expected fear, panic and great destruction and knew 
they could not save everyone. 
This is what you were never told, video proof that an 
extremely large body almost twice the size of Jupiter 
already came, this info was intentionally kept from you 
and it’s a miracle that we are still here. 
If this video doesn’t strengthen your belief in a higher 
power watching over and protecting earth I don’t know 
what would? 
Watch 12mins of this video.:up: 
Fast forward to 1:44 and watch to 1:56. 
(links removed) 
If you want to find out what’s really supposed to 
happen in 2012 and learn many new things I highly 
suggest you find time and watch this entire video 4hrs 
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of unbelievable things revealed, if you can’t get 
enough of this exciting info watch Part 1 as well. If you 
can only afford 4hrs of time Part 2 is a must 
watch.:cool: 
Part 2-(links removed) 
Those looking for answers about life, the universe and 
even extraterrestrials. 
You need to watch Videos 1 and 2, find time over a 
few weekends if needed. 
8hrs of the most informative information you can find. 
There is already proof that we have made contact with 
extraterrestrials. 
This is what SETI & NASA doesn’t want you to know. 
Scientifically explained. (Must Watch) 
Highly Recommended A+++:up: 
Part 1-(links removed) 
Link to thread: ...thread409404/pg1

Obama Election Results: 333 
Electoral Votes @ 11PM EST
Created by: worldwatcher on November 4, flags: 54, 
replies: 398
As of 10:00 PM EST, CNN is projecting 206 electoral 
votes for Obama, essentially sealing the presidency 
with the strong potential to get well more than 300 
electoral votes, and more than 50% of the popular 
vote. 
Obama Election Results: Use for running commentary 
on reports of exit polls and official results as the polls 
close, as it relates to the Obama/Biden ticket. (The 
thread subject line will be revised by staff as needed to 
reflect the nature of the results.) 
See this thread for more information on the handful of 
special threads for the 2008 election results 
discussions. 
Link to thread: ...thread408213/pg1

FED refuses to identify 
$2,000,000,000,000.00 bank 
loans!!
Created by: CaptGizmo on November 10, flags: 53, replies: 
150
www.liveleak.com 
"Nov. 10 (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve is 
refusing to identify the recipients of almost $2 trillion of 
emergency loans from American taxpayers or the 
troubled assets the central bank is accepting as 
collateral."(visit the link for the full news article) 
Link to thread: ...thread410422/pg1

The Bankers' Manifesto of 
1892 - MUST READ!
Created by: Cythraul on November 17, flags: 53, replies: 89
Thanks to Muundoggie for bringing this to my attention 
in this thread. I did a search and couldn't see any 
previous threads about it. This, my friends, is about as 
damning as the evidence gets. Anyone who's still 
under any illusion that the banks have not been 
conspiring to enslave and deceive Americans (and 
likely all of the Western world) for at least a century 
might want to read this and WAKE UP. 
Congressman Charles A. Lindbergh, Sr. revealed the 
Bankers Manifesto of 1892 to the U.S. Congress 
somewhere between 1907 and 1917. 
" 
BANKERS MANIFESTO 
We (the bankers) must proceed with caution and 
guard every move made, for the lower order of people 
are already showing signs of restless commotion. 
Prudence will therefore show a policy of apparently 
yielding to the popular will until our plans are so far 
consummated that we can declare our designs without 
fear of any organized resistance. 
Organizations in the United States should be carefully 
watched by our trusted men, and we must take 
immediate steps to control these organizations in our 
interest or disrupt them. 
At the coming Omaha convention to be held July 4, 
1892, our men must attend and direct its movement or 
else there will be set on foot such antagonism to our 
designs as may require force to overcome. 
This at the present time would be premature. We are 
not yet ready for such a crisis. Capital must protect 
itself in every possible manner through combination 
(conspiracy) and legislation. 
The courts must be called to our aid, debts must be 
collected, bonds and mortgages foreclosed as rapidly 
as possible. 
When, through the process of law, the common people 
have lost their homes, 
they will be more tractable and easily governed 
through the influence of the strong arm 
of the government applied to a central power of 
imperial wealth under the control of the leading 
financiers. 
People without homes will not quarrel with their 
leaders. History repeats itself in regular cycles. This 
truth is well known among our principal men who are 
engaged in forming an imperialism of the world. While 
they are doing this, the people must be kept in a state 
of political antagonism.
The question of tariff reform must be urged through the 
organization known as the Democratic Party, and the 
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question of protection with the reciprocity must be 
forced to view through the Republican Party. 
By thus dividing voters, we can get them to expend 
their energies in fighting over questions of no 
importance to us, except as teachers to the common 
herd. Thus, by discrete actions, we can secure all that 
has been so generously planned and successfully 
accomplished. 
Link to thread: ...thread412260/pg1

I Spy On...the Government. A 
Patriot Act Revision.
Created by: open_eyeballs on November 18, flags: 52, 
replies: 35
As someone who watched 9/11 go down (as did 99% 
of Americans) I can understand why congress would 
pass the patriot act (that was written before 9/11 and 
was not read by any member of congress before 
passed). 
I can understand wanting to pass such an act. 
I can understand wanting to give our agencies every 
resource available to disrupt any future attack. 
OK. So be it. I am willing to give up  some privacy 
(even though many founding fathers warned us about 
giving up liberties and freedoms in exchange for a 
higher degree of "security.") 
But lets be fair here. 
Lets be realistic. Lets be real in the need for protecting 
ourselves from our own worst enemy: ourselves, or in 
other words: our government. 
How might we do such a thing? I have an idea. 
Each state within our union creates and verifies, by its 
legislative branch, certified multiple independent 
private investigative groups to "spy" or 'use the powers 
given by the definition of the patriot act' on our very 
own federal government. Let us keep track of the 
people we have in charge to make sure of no esoteric 
domestic terrorist actions or agendas. 
Give every state the same capability and the broad 
range of powers to do the exact same thing to the 
government as they have done to the people. 
This would cost close to nothing and it would ease 
tensions and distrust people have about giving the 
central federal government that much power over 
information about private individuals. 
The groups could answer and report to each state 
independently in public eye (recorded by public 
cameras), under oath and penalty of perjury if any 
accusation were to be made. They would have to be 
verified investigators and hold a high level security 
card with a very high standard of professionalism. 
They would be required by law to keep silence (as any 
court requires its jourers) until hearing or reports were 

made in public eye. These are just some random 
thoughts about how it may work. 
Not only would it weed out corruption, I believe you 
would see real changes within our government 
overnight. 
Any thought? Any idea as how to propose such a 
revision? Good idea or bad? Any thoughts or 
comments are welcomed.
Link to thread: ...thread412680/pg1

Is this a top secret plane?
Created by: ampaf707 on November 6, flags: 51, replies: 
274
I took these pictures on a recent trip  to area 51. I can't 
identify the aircraft in these photos, but it didn't look 
like anything I had seen before. Please comment! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Link to thread: ...thread409286/pg1

Homeland Security put me 
under investigation after I 
was on the Above Politics 
Show…coincidence?
Created by: _Johnny_Utah_ on November 1, flags: 50, 
replies: 129
A few months back I was on the Above Politics Show 
with Martin Bain and Justin Case. They graciously 
asked me to come on the show to tell of my 
experiences during Hurricane Katrina. 
I was, and still am, very angry at how New Orleans is 
portrayed by not only the media, but the US 
government as the only place hit by Hurricane Katrina. 
I believe the government and the media look at NO 
because it is the politically correct way to view things 
and while doing so, they have forgotten what 
happened (which was far worse) to Mississippi. 
Not two weeks after I posted this thread…and was on 
the show…my father (who lives in Arkansas) got a call 
from an agent with Homeland Security. He started 
asking questions (which he clearly already knew the 
answers to) of my father about what I had lost in the 
storm, where I was, and had I moved to Utah. 
He called my mother who lives on the Coast, and 
asked her similar questions. 
He tried to talk to one of my younger brothers, who 
told him to...well, let's just say my brother wouldn't talk 
to him. 
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I started getting phone calls from a number "6-000" 
and "6-606." Who can make a call from a number like 
that?! 
I had come to Utah before the storm and ended up 
getting stranded here, because I had nowhere else to 
go. I had nothing to go back to (job, home, even 
anywhere at all to stay), so, I restarted my life in Utah. 
He told my family I was under investigation for fraud, 
perjury, theft of government funds, giving false 
information (I guess that is different from perjury) and 
couple other things... All told, if convicted, I was going 
to be facing 60-70 YEARS. 
By luck, if you call it that, I had a scheduled vacation 
on the week Katrina was to hit. However, Homeland 
Security wanted to say I moved from Mississippi a few 
days before the storm to live in Utah. Never mind, I 
only had one paycheck on me, my Mississippi 
apartment (which was gone) was full of my things, and 
my girlfriend and I both had requested vacation time 
three months before. 
After Katrina, much of this was impossible to verify. My 
job, her job, and both of the places we worked were 
gone…not just closed…gone. 
They wanted me to PROVE my intentions were to only 
go to Utah for a short time…how do I do that with 
nothing left? How does a person prove what they were 
thinking? 
A couple months after my father had his conversation, 
I had to fly to MS and meet with a Homeland Security 
Agent, who was to say the least…rude. My former 
professor from USM was also a lawyer/judge on the 
Coast, so I was able to hire him to represent me. 
I have never been more afraid in my life. I had a man 
in front of me, who not only wanted to, but had the 
ability to pretty much end my life. 
After an hour or two of speaking with him, he left, 
clearly upset he had no case. The government 
dropped all the charges except for one. They say I still 
lied on how I got to Utah. I say, I left for Utah and got 
stuck, they say I told them I was displaced (a very 
minor difference, which I would never had said 
anyway). The charges are still hanging out there on 
me and may do so for sometime. 
What really troubled me, though, was the information 
he had on me. He pulled up  emails I had sent to family 
asking how they were doing, text messages to my 
brothers, and a list of phone calls I had made during 
the week Katrina hit….clearly, I was labeled as a 
national security threat and the Patriot Act was used 
on me. 
I thought people might like to know the power of the 
federal government, and how quickly a person’s life 
can change…twice. 
It has cost me over $15,000, but I will fight as long as I 
can. My professor says this is very much how the 

federal government works. They have virtually 
unlimited resources and clearly mine are finite. If it 
keeps up  much longer, I will be force to plead guilty to 
a crime I did not commit and have a felony on my 
record.
Link to thread: ...thread407165/pg1

The Spirit of Resistance- An 
American Civil Revolution
Created by: ADVISOR on November 21, flags: 50, replies: 
82
I want nothing more than to believe as many have 
voiced, that we need to take action. It is obvious, when 
so many here agree, that this government of the USA 
has gone too far. The world sees it and speaks of such 
as well, while the majority keeps taking it when they 
don't have to. 
Look where inaction has gotten us, allowing the 
government to do as it pleases. 
See the failing economy, our borders sold out to 
communist nations, people wondering if they should fill 
a tank of gas or by groceries. 
See what has been allowed through inaction, 
corporate manipulations via proxy on the hill, trillions of 
dollars to those same, while the people are made to 
pay for it. 
I stand against this government, and every thing it has 
done to defile the American people and our nations 
good name. Stand I alone, or with fellow countrymen, I 
stand against this corruption none the less. 
It is by the principles and logic of liberty the Founding 
Fathers established the peoples right to decide what 
does and does not happen in our country. It is time 
those who will act decide to do so. 
The excuses can be left out, because there is none, 
never will be so hold them as they mean nothing. 
There is no excuse for allowing this to happen on our 
watch, but it can be corrected. We the people can 
make it happen, for the people, by the people. 
I can't stress it enough, how valuable it is that every 
one who wishes to make this right, take the moment 
and learn what it is our Founding Fathers set forth. 
Because it will be that which saves us, it is that which 
was created to do such. Study the Charters of 
Freedom, and use them as the Fathers intended them 
to be. As I have stated many threads and posts before, 
they are our most essential tool for making this right 
once again. I refuse to allow them to have died in vain, 
hence why I constantly remind every one here about 
them and the Charters. 
Once again I will offer a study of our freedom, and how 
it was meant to be. See this for what it was, and can 
be if action is not hesitated. 
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You say that it is what you want, prove it, to your self 
and to our future. 
What kind of nation do you want your children to 
inherit? What kind of nation do you know they 
deserve? I know our future deserves the best, and it is 
not the one that this government will leave them. It will 
be the one the people make for them. 
Below is a suggestion for better understanding key 
histories surrounding the most outspoken of our former 
presidents (please see link, I'm not saying Franklin 
was president, I refer to Jefferson, if one would follow 
the link this would be known) . One who firmly believed 
in government by the people, for the people. 
"The Sovereignty of the People 
The purpose of government is to enable the people of 
a nation to live in safety and happiness. Government 
exists for the interests of the governed, not for the 
governors. As Benjamin Franklin wrote, "In free 
governments the rulers are the servants and the 
people their superiors and sovereigns." The ultimate 
powers in a society, therefore, rest in the people 
themselves, and they should exercise those powers, 
either directly or through representatives, in every way 
they are competent and that is practicable. 
The Spirit of Resistance 
Let it be known, those who knew, tried. 
United we Stand, The Rest Is, Not An Option! 
Link to thread: ...thread413634/pg1

A Whisper, Perhaps, From the 
Universe's Dark Side
Created by: sunny_2008ny on November 26, flags: 50, 
replies: 37
www.nytimes.com 
"A concatenation of puzzling results from an alphabet 
soup  of satellites and experiments has led a growing 
number of astronomers and physicists to suspect that 
they are getting signals from a shadow universe of 
dark matter that makes up  a quarter of creation but 
has eluded direct detection until now. 
Maybe. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread414791/pg1

Evidence in Scripture 
disproving god once and for 
all
Created by: nj2day on November 26, flags: 50, replies: 1666
I have seen many many religious and anti religious 
posts pop  up  around here lately... and I've always 
noticed that it degenerates down to "well you can't 
prove me wrong" and "Prove your theory" 
statements... 
It becomes blazingly apparent that the only way 
acceptable to a believer to refute their arguments, is to 
use the believers reference source: The Bible. 
Therefore, I will be setting forth a proof that the 
christian god cannot exist in the sense spoken of in the 
bible... 
first lets agree on some definitions... 
Omnipotent: All Powerful 
Omniscience: Universal or Complete knowledge. 
I will be using the New International Version for my 
scripture quotes... 
I also need to point out the fact that there are those 
who suggest the bible is to be taken literally... 
However, the new testament is written with the 
premise that the old testament is to be taken literally... 
Think of it this way... if Genesis was symbolic and not 
to be taken literally, Then Adam and Eve may be 
symbolic and original sin is out the window, meaning 
your entire religion is a sham... (Romans 5:19, "For 
just as through the disobedience of the one man the 
many were made sinners, so also through the 
obedience of the one man the many will be made 
righteous.") 
Here are my scripture readings to validate the points I 
will be making in my proof: 
Free Will: 
Galations 5:13 
You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not 
use your freedom to indulge the sinful nature; rather, 
serve one another in love. 
(Might be worthy to note at this point, that I discovered 
a contradiction in the bible while researching... see the 
galations 5 text above, and compare to Ephesians 
1:11, "In him we were also chosen, having been 
predestined according to the plan of him who works 
out everything in conformity with the purpose of his 
will". Which appears to be stating we don't have free 
will, but are bound by the "grand scheme" that god has 
put together.) 
Omnipotence: 
Matthew 19:26 
Jesus looked at them and said, "With man this is 
impossible, but with God all things are possible." 
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Luke 1:37 
For nothing is impossible with God. 
Omniscience 
Psalm 147:4-5 
He telleth the number of the stars; he calleth them all 
by their names. Great is our Lord, and of great power: 
his understanding is infinite. 
Taking these scriptures into account, consider the 
following statements: 
1) If god is Omnipotent, can he make an object so 
heavy he cannot lift it himself? 
2) Free will: If god is Omniscient, than he knows your 
future. If he knows your future, than it is already set in 
stone (if your future changed, god would cease to be 
omniscient). Therefore Free will cannot exist... Which 
can't be true, since the bible is the infallible word of 
god, and says we are created free. 
3) If god is all knowing, and all powerful, and the 
creator of all... than he must know who is doomed to 
hell before they are born. Knowing who is destined for 
hell, how can he offer a free pass to heaven by 
believing in Jesus? Surely he knew what you would 
decide before you were given the option. Therefore, 
choosing to believe or not to believe is not your choice, 
but is predestined before you were born. Your ticket 
has already been written, so don't sweat it... right? 
4) If god knows who is doomed to hell before their are 
born and allows them to be created anyway, than he is 
sentencing people to eternal damnation for sins never 
committed... If people are born without their futures 
etched in stone, than god cannot see the future. 
5) If god is Omniscient, knowing what will happen in 
the future, than he can not use his omnipotence to 
change the outcome... As he is powerless to change 
the outcome of future events, he is not Omnipotent. 
The conclusion of comparing these scriptures, versus 
some objective thinking leads to a number of 
conclusions: 
1) God, bound by his own omniscience is completely 
powerless to do anything but watch events unfold. 
2) Since I've established taking parts of the bible 
figuratively unravles the entire religion itself, the bible 
is not the true word of god, as god is perfect. 
-or- 
3) The Christian god can not exist the way he has 
been presented. 
None of these conclusions look good for believers. It 
pretty much establishes that Christianity is wrong. 
Don't feel left out quite yet mormons, jewish, muslim 
and hindus.... I hope to have enough time to take an 
objective look at your dogma and religious texts as 
well! 
[edit on 26-11-2008 by nj2day]
Link to thread: ...thread415055/pg1

These people must be hiding 
under their covers in shame
Created by: RetinoidReceptor on November 20, flags: 49, 
replies: 70
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
This video is chronicling the many appearances by 
Peter Schiff on shows claiming that there is going to 
be a housing crisis and stocks are going to totally 
going to lose a lot of their value and many prominent 
(and some nobodies) laughing at him and mocking him 
such as Ben Stein and the creater of the Laffer Curve. 
What is even more ironic, is that when these things 
were being shot, the DOW was at around 
13,000-13,500 and today it closed at 7,500. I think 
they were wrong.
Link to thread: ...thread413329/pg1

American Militia Leader 
Speaks to The US Senate
Created by: CaptGizmo on November 11, flags: 49, replies: 
29
Militias are starting to crop  up  more and more. I say 
God Bless this man! This man has great courage to 
me. I hope many of you watch this and feel the same 
way...Some Americans are starting to speak out yet I 
feel it will do no good as they are telling this to the very 
people who are the criminals and lying leaders that 
don't care about us.If you ask me..this is basically 
giving our government a warning. 
Link to thread: ...thread410828/pg1

US Supreme Court to 
Conference on Obama's 
Presidential Eligibility
Created by: Gools on November 20, flags: 49, replies: 480
www.blogtext.org 
"Today, the United States Supreme Court scheduled 
the case - Leo C. Donofrio v. Nina Mitchell Wells, 
Secretary of State of the State of New Jersey - US 
Supreme Court Docket No. 08A407 - for a conference 
of the nine Justices. The conference is a completely 
private affair and the public may not attend. If four of 
the nine Justices vote to hear the case in full, oral 
argument may be scheduled. The conference is 
scheduled for December 5, 2008, ten days before the 
meeting of the Electoral College. 
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The case originally sought, pre-election, to have the 
names of Barack Obama, John McCain, and Roger 
Calero removed from New Jersey ballots, and for a 
stay of the “national election” pending Supreme Court 
review of whether those candidates were eligible 
under the Constitution as natural born Citizens, as is 
required by Article 2, Section 1, Clause 5 of the 
Constitution of the United States. 
Leo Donofrio brought his case from a lower New 
Jersey court to the NJ Supreme Court - was denied - 
and then he filed an emergency stay application in the 
United States Supreme Court on Nov. 3, 2008, before 
the Honorable Associate Justice David Souter. Justice 
Souter denied the emergency stay application on Nov. 
6. 
Leo Donofrio renewed the application, as per Supreme 
Court Rule 22.4, to the Honorable Associate Justice 
Clarence Thomas by way of Express mail on Nov. 14. 
The application arrived at the Supreme Court on Nov. 
17 and was submitted directly to Justice Thomas. 
On Nov. 19, the case was docketed for full conference 
of all nine Justices and scheduled for December 5, 
2008. "(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread413158/pg1

Possible UFO spotted in 
Central Austin
Created by: internos on November 22, flags: 49, replies: 97
CBS 42 Reporter: Alexis Patterson 
Email: adpatterson@keyetv.com 
Last Update: 11/21 10:48 pm 
"The Austin Planetarium is now investigating some 
strange sights in the sky - caught on tape. An 
astronomy expert is calling them unidentified flying 
objects - UFOs. 
Some men who live in a Central Austin apartment 
building say they've seen bizarre things in the sky for 
months, but lately it's been more frequent. The men 
recorded their sightings on home video. Experts from 
the Austin Planetarium visited the apartment building 
area Friday night to see if they could also spot the 
objects. 
Nothing appeared in the sky Friday that would convert 
any skeptics. But the home video show by Carl 
Lancaster and Doug McCullough may raise questions 
in some people's minds. 
"Sometimes they go fast, sometimes they go slow. 
They make no noise," said McCullough. 
McCullough and Lancaster aren't sure what they 
captured on video. The executive director of the Austin 
Planetarium doesn't know either. 
"It doesn't look like anything I can recognize," said 
Torvald Hessel. 

Hessel, an astronomer, says the objects don't move 
like an airplane. 
"There's a military base close by, so that would be 
possible, and they are not going to tell you if they're 
flying something special," said Hessel. 
But Hessel doesn't think the shapes are weather 
balloons, comets, or shooting stars. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
"It's an unidentified flying object" said Hessel. "I'm not 
saying it's little green men at all. It's just something we 
see flying in the air, and we don't know what it is." 
The Austin Planetarium plans to try to enhance the 
video to see if some answers can be identified. The 
video enhancement will take a few days at least. In the 
meantime, Lancaster and McCullough say they'll keep 
watching the sky. 
Lancaster and McCullough say they first saw the 
objects back in April, then didn't see them again until 
September. They tell CBS 42 they've consistently seen 
the objects since then. 
Source, coverage and video: KeyeTv 
Video (with interview with Carl Lancaster and Neal 
Evans) 
Videos: longer version (the final part of this one is 
the most interesting IMHO) 
Screenshot (November 16, 2008 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Screenshots: (November 17, 2008) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
"First off, I received an email from Carl who is the guy 
that shot the actual footage. He stated that he had a 
lot more and wanted me to see it, plus he stated that 
he sees UFOs almost every evening, plus his friends 
see them too. Especially that last statement is 
especially interesting. If only one person is seeing 
flying things it can easily be discarded, as the guy 
must be drunk/stoned/on medication/etc. But if multiple 
people are seeing things they cannot explain it gains a 
lot of credence. 
So, last week, together with board member Lary 
Cotten, we decided to head out and meet Carl and his 
friends, look at the footage and see for ourselves. Carl 
showed us a lot of very interesting footage (hopefully I 
will be able to post some of it on this blog in the future) 
and I honestly have no idea what he captured on 
camera. Two stood out, the first where he is following 
this light and all of the sudden you see an airplane 
crossing his field of view. This was quite spectacular, 
but more importantly it proved that it was not an 
airplane that he was following. The other was where 
he followed one of the objects on another evening and 
it came so low that it was actually between the trees. 
At that point you can see that the camera is in focus 
and you get a much better perspective of scale etc. 
Then all of the sudden the object makes a movement 
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in the shape of a 'fishhook' or an upside down question 
mark, and flies off. 
Although the footage is interesting, it is not proof of 
anything. It still can be an elaborate hoax. That 
evening we did not see anything interesting or slightly 
UFO-like. Anything we saw flying was recognized and 
Identified or therefore an IFO. 
Austin Planetarium Blog 
KEYE news had taken a look at some of his new 
footage and they are very much interested. They 
asked to the author of the article in the planetarium 
blog if he would like to be there as well and see if they 
can spot something together. 
[edit on 22/11/2008 by internos]
Link to thread: ...thread413758/pg1

FDA Scientists Revolt Against 
Corrupt Food and Drug 
Administration Officials
Created by: Keyhole on November 25, flags: 49, replies: 59
www.naturalnews.com 
"The letter from the FDA's own scientists goes on to 
say, "It is evident that managers at CDRH have 
deviated from FDA's mission to identify and address 
underlying problems with medical devices before they 
cause irreparable harm, and this deviation has placed 
the American people at risk."
Congressman John, Dingell, chair of the committee 
which received the letter, went on to charge that these 
FDA bureaucrats "approved or cleared medical device 
applications in gross violation of laws and 
regulations...""(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
www.nytimes.com
Link to thread: ...thread414623/pg1

What Happened to Frederick 
Valentich? Possibly the 
scariest UFO case ever
Created by: OzWeatherman on November 7, flags: 47, 
replies: 126
The Story 
Frederick Valentich was a 20 year old pilot, was flying 
to King Island (off the northwest coast of Tasmania) 
across Bass Strait, from Moorabin Airport in 
Melbourne. During the flight Valentich reported to air 
traffic controller Steve Robey, that he was in contact 

with an unidentified aircraft that was flying dangerously 
close to and hovering above his Cessna 182 aircraft. 
The most startling thing about this case, is the fact that 
Valentich was in radio contact with ATC contollers at 
the time of his encounter. Another massive point to 
consider, is that more than fifty seperate observations 
of UFO activity in the area were reported in the weeks 
leading up to and preceding Valentich's 
dissapearance. Even more startling is that 4 witnesses 
actually observed an object sitting on top  of a light 
aircraft on the area where Valentich was flying. Will get 
to that later, but the following is the actual transcript 
between Valentich and air traffic contoller Steve Robey 
(back in Melbourne) 
The Actual Transcript 
"19:06:14 DSJ Melbourne, this is Delta Sierra Juliet. Is 
there any known traffic below five thousand? 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, no known traffic. 
DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet, I am, seems to be a large 
aircraft below five thousand. 
19:06:44 FS Delta Sierra Juliet, What type of aircraft is 
it? 
DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet, I cannot affirm, it is four bright, 
and it seems to me like landing lights. 
19:07 FS Delta Sierra Juliet. 
19:07:31 DSJ Melbourne, this is Delta Sierra Juliet, the 
aircraft has just passed over me at least a thousand 
feet above. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, roger, and it is a large aircraft, 
confirmed? 
DSJ Er-unknown, due to the speed it's traveling, is 
there any air force aircraft in the vicinity? 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, no known aircraft in the vicinity. 
19:08:18 DSJ Melbourne, it's approaching now from 
due east towards me. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet. 
19:08:41 DSJ (open microphone for two seconds.) 
19:08:48 DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet, it seems to me that 
he's playing some sort of game, he's flying over me 
two, three times at speeds I could not identify. 
19:09 FS Delta Sierra Juliet, roger, what is your actual 
level? 
DSJ My level is four and a half thousand, four five zero 
zero. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet and you confirm you cannot 
identify the aircraft? 
DSJ Affirmative. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, roger, stand by. 
19:09:27 DSJ Melbourne, Delta Sierra Juliet, it's not 
an aircraft it is (open microphone for two seconds). 
19:09:42 FS Delta Sierra Juliet, can you describe the -
ER- aircraft? 
DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet, as it's flying past it's a long 
shape (open microphone for three seconds) cannot 
identify more than it has such speed (open 
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microphone for three seconds). It's before me right 
now Melbourne. 
19:10 FS Delta Sierra Juliet, roger and how large 
would the - er - object be? 
19:10:19 DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet, Melbourne, it seems 
like it's stationary. What I'm doing right now is orbiting 
and the thing is just orbiting on top  of me also. It's got 
a green light and sort of metallic like, it's all shiny on 
the outside. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet 
19:10:46 DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet (open microphone for 
three seconds) It's just vanished. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet 
19:11 DSJ Melbourne, would you know what kind of 
aircraft I've got? Is it a military aircraft? 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, Confirm the - er ~ aircraft just 
vanished. 
DSJ Say again. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, is the aircraft still with you? 
DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet; it's (open microphone for two 
seconds) now approaching from the south-west. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet 
1911:50 DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet, the engine is rough-
idling. I've got it set at twenty three twenty-four and the 
thing is coughing. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet, roger, what are your intentions? 
DSJ My intentions are - ah - to go to King Island - ah - 
Melbourne. That strange aircraft is hovering on top of 
me again (open microphone for two seconds). It is 
hovering and it's not an aircraft. 
FS Delta Sierra Juliet. 
1912:28 DSJ Delta Sierra Juliet. Melbourne (open 
microphone for seventeen seconds). 
(An unexplained sound abruptly terminated the voice 
communications.) " 
After the dissapearance, a search of the area revealed 
no wreckage. Frederick Valentich had literally 
dissapeared. 
Over the next few weeks several witnesses stepped 
forward with startling evidence 
Some of the ground based observations 
- Twin Cigar shaped objects were witnessed moving 
West to East over Victoria, changing from silver to 
white. Several witnesses observed this until they 
dissapeared behind the Cape Otway hills 
- One witness actually photographed an object 
shooting up  out of the water at tremendous speed, 
near Cape Otway lighthouse. This event occured only 
21 minutes before Valentich first reported the object. 
- Witnesses in Franskton, a south east Melbourne 
suburb, reported seeing a large cigar shaped object 
hovering in their area 
-Two seperate sets of witnesses (a couple and two 
teenagers) reported seeing green lights in a star-fish 
shaped object. The couple actually witnessed the 

object moving over Bass Strait in the direction of 
where Valentich was flying. 
The most startling report 
" 
One of the best indications from observers that a UFO 
was involved in Frederick’s experience came a few 
years after the event when four witnesses came 
forward to report sighting both the aircraft and the UFO 
flying directly above the Cessna. They had hesitated 
reporting outside their immediate friends because of 
fear of ridicule. They came forward when they did 
because the information bore on their conscience. 
An uncle, his son and two nieces were rabbit hunting 
at Cape Otway. A niece looked up  and saw the green 
light and called to her uncle, "What is that light?" The 
uncle looked up  and answered, "An aeroplane light". 
The niece then said, "No, the light above the 
aeroplane". Frederick was the only pilot flying in the 
area at that time. Sight of the aeroplane and object 
was lost when they flew behind the hills. This sighting 
completely rules out all speculations and fictitious 
stories - other than that a UFO  was involved in the 
pilot’s disappearance." 
Some points to ponder 
-No wreckage was ever found 
-The Australian Airforce recieved eleven reports on the 
night in question 
- Many of the witnessed observed similar, if not the 
same things 
- Valentich apparently acted out of character before 
the event. he allegedly didnt supply a flight plan for this 
flight. 
- Several Sightings of UFO's were reported before the 
incident 
- The original recording of the conversation between 
Valentich and ATC mysteriously dissapeared 
- There is an abundance (I mean abundance) of eye 
witness accounts on the event 
So what happened in in the sky above Bass Strait and 
the Melbourne areas on that day and the previous 
days leading up to the incident? 
Perhaps Valentich got disorientated and crashed in a 
different area to the one thought, or maybe we have 
the first recording/ witness of an alien abduction. 
Well the evidence is certainly compelling, but I leave 
you to decide. I am interested in anyones alternative 
theories to the abduction one to :)
Here's some links for those interested in wanting to 
learn more 
Extra Links 
Links removed for accuracy purposes. May add some 
better links soon 
Link to thread: ...thread409461/pg1
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Caught on film by TV crew: 
The 1978 Kaikoura UFO 
sightings
Created by: ziggystar60 on November 10, flags: 47, replies: 
51
One of New Zealand's biggest mysteries and one of 
the world's best documented UFO cases is the 
Kaikoura sightings in 1978. Nearly 30 years later, the 
amazing events are still unexplained. The sightings 
were confirmed by radar visual sightings – and also 
filmed in color aboard a Argosy freighter aircraft flying 
south from Wellington to Christchurch and back again 
on the night of December 31 1978. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The witnesses on board the plane during the flight 
south included the crew of captain William Startup 
(pilot) with 23 years of experience and 14.000 hours of 
flying time, and the co-pilot Robert Guard, with 7.000 
hours of flying time. Also on board was a TV news 
crew consisting of TV reporter Quentin Fogarty, the 
cameraman David Crockett and his wife, sound 
recordist Ngaire Crockett. 
During the flight north Ngaire was replaced by reporter 
Dennis Grant from Christchurch. 
THE AIR CREW 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Captain Bill Startup  (left) and First Officer Robert 
Guard 
THE TV CREW 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Quentin Fogarty (left), David Crockett (middle) and 
Ngaire Crockett 
The TV crew was aboard the plane because of a 
previous series of radar and visual sightings. These 
sightings initially began on December 21 when the 
crew of a Safe Air Ltd cargo plane observed strange 
lighted objects around their Argosy aircraft. The lights, 
ranging in size up  to that of a house, tracked them for 
several minutes before disappearing, and reappearing 
elsewhere. They also appeared on Wellington ATC 
radar, on the aircraft radar, and were sighted by 
hundreds of people. 
Witnesses in the Cape Campbell area 45 miles north 
of Kaikoura also saw lights in the sky, as if helicopters 
were using high-powered spotlights to view the terrain 
beneath them. WATCC detected three unidentified 
targets on their radar screens, one of which moved at 
high speed for 60 nautical miles and was estimated at 
the size of a commercial airliner. It stopped abruptly 
and remained stationary for some time. 
These and other sightings had caught the interest of a 
TV station in Melbourne, which had decided to 

reconstruct the sightings from the Argosy aircraft for a 
New Year Eve special program. 
(Note: the disappearance of young pilot Frederick 
Valentich over the Bass Strait south of Melbourne, 
while he was describing an unidentified object that flew 
back and forth over his plane, had also attracted 
immense worldwide interest in October 1978. 
This case has been presented by OzWeatherman in 
this very good thread: http://www.abovetopsecret.com/
forum/thread409461/pg1) 
THE SIGHTINGS 
On December 30 at 23:50 the Argosy with the TV 
news crew crossed the Cook Strait in excellent clear 
weather conditions with visibility over 30 nautical 
miles. In fact they could see the lights of Christchurch 
150 miles away. 
These sightings during the flight, which were 
confirmed by WATCC as targets on their scopes: 
"(00:05) The pilots first noticed lights near to the 
Kaikoura coast. These lights projected a beam 
downwards and then disappeared. The number varied 
from none, to one to many. The pilots noted that the 
strange lights were above the town of Kaikoura but 
between the aircraft and the ground in the one o'clock 
position at a distance of 13 nautical miles. 
(00:12) WATCC radioed confirmation of these lights as 
targets on their scopes. Indeed those targets had been 
appearing and disappearing for the past half hour. On 
duty that night were Air Traffic Controller Geoffrey 
Causer and Bryan Chalmers, a radar maintenance 
technician. At this point another aircraft landed at 
Wellington and from then onwards the Argosy was the 
only plane in the sky south of Wellington Airbase. Not 
long afterwards WATCC reported that they had 
another target in the aircraft's three o'clock position but 
the crew could see nothing in that direction. The radar 
target disappeared. 
(00:15) The camera crew came up  to the cockpit to 
view the objects. 
(00:16) WATCC notified them of a target in their twelve 
o'clock position at a distance of 10 nm. The crew 
confirmed - they saw a light in that direction. Startup: 
"It was white and not very brilliant and it did not 
change colour or flicker. To me it looked like the tail 
light of an aircraft. I'm not sure how long we saw this 
for. Probably not very long. I did not get a chance to 
judge its height relative to the aircraft." The light 
disappeared and WATCC confirmed it's disappearance 
on the next sweep  of the radar but they reported a new 
strong target at their eleven o'clock position at a 
distance of 3 nm. The Argosy crew saw nothing. 
WATCC reported a target at nine o'clock at 2 nm. 
Again the crew could see nothing. Just after this they 
picked up  a target at their ten o'clock position at a 
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distance of 12 nm. The Captain requested permission 
to turn around to investigate the anomalous targets. 
WATCC authorised him with the caution that: "There is 
another target that just appeared on your left side at 
about 1 mile... briefly and then disappearing again." 
Although the crew were still witnessing the lights near 
to Kaikoura, they could see nothing of the new targets 
reported by Wellington. 
Startup  put the Argosy in a turn. WATCC reported: 
"The target I mentioned a moment ago is still just 
about 5:00 to you, stationary." Once more nothing was 
visible to the crew in that direction. Causer had been 
picking up appearances and disappearances of targets 
on the scopes which correlated to the lights viewed by 
the crew close to Kaikoura. He says: "There is a 
strong target right in formation with you. Could be right 
or left. Your target has doubled in size." 
(00:27) With the Argosy now moving back along it's 
flight path towards Wellington Airbase, Causer 
reported another target in their twelve o'clock position 
three miles distant. Startup  responded: 'We pick it up. 
It's got a flashing light.' He reported seeing: "a couple 
of very bright blue-white lights, flashing regularly at a 
rapid rate. They looked like the strobe lights of a 
Boeing 737..." (NB - the Argosy was the only aircraft in 
the area at the time) 
(00:28) The Argosy turned back towards Christchurch 
and WATCC reported that all the targets were now 12 - 
15 nm behind them. 
(00:29) WATCC notified the pilots of a target one mile 
behind the aircraft in their six o'clock position, which 
soon vanished. 
(00:30) Another target appeared on the radar at 4 
miles behind the plane. It vanished. Next came a 
target at three o'clock, again at 4 nm. 
(00:31) WATCC: "There is a strong target right in 
formation with you. Could be right or left. Your target 
has doubled in size." This is known as a Double Size 
Target (DST). Growing increasingly worried the co- 
pilot (Guard) looked out of the right windows and saw 
a light: "It was like the fixed navigation lights on a 
small airplane when one passes you at night. It was 
much smaller than the really big ones we had seen 
over Kaikoura. At regular intervals it appeared to flash, 
but it didn't flash on and off; it brightened or perhaps 
twinkled around the edges. When it did this I could see 
a colour, a slight tinge of green or perhaps red. It's 
very difficult describing a small light you see at night." 
The town lights of Kaikoura were now behind the 
mountains and not visible. (Claims were made after 
this incident that the light witnessed by the crew was a 
beacon light on the end of the peninsula, but the 
witnesses testified to the light being level with the 
plane, well above ground level). Fogarty commented: 
"I'm looking over towards the right of the aircraft and 

we have an object confirmed by Wellington radar. It's 
been following us for quite a while. It's about four miles 
away and looks like a very faint star, but then it emits a 
bright white and green light." " 
(Continues in next post)
Link to thread: ...thread410406/pg1

Beyond the Void: The 
Evidence of Multiverse is 
Mounting
Created by: constantwonder on November 14, flags: 47, 
replies: 67
"Earlier this year astronomers from the University of 
Minnesota discovered a massive void of space that 
measured nearly a billion light years across. It was an 
intriguing discovery, in a universe that is filled with 
seemingly infinite objects. 
Cosmic gaps aren’t uncommon though, but the fact 
that this one was nearly 1,000 times larger than the 
average expected gap, suggested something different. 
The team was working with sensor data retrieved by 
the NASA’s WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe) satellite. The hole measured roughly 10,000 
times as large as our galaxy or 400 times the distance 
to Andromeda. 
What was even more fascinating was the fact that a 
hole this size was essentially impossible to explain 
under the constraints of current scientific theory. 
Enter University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
physics Professor Laura Mersini-Houghton. 
Mersini-Houghton has put forward a theory that has 
stunned the wider community. “Standard cosmology 
cannot explain such a giant cosmic hole.” The real kick 
of it though, comes next, in what is being termed a 
groundbreaking hypothesis; she describes the hole as 
“… the unmistakable imprint of another universe 
beyond the edge of our own“." 
As a person who studies physics and enjoys the often 
flightful fancies of the physics community i am 
extremely excited by this discovery. Finaly after all the 
debate and hedgeing of bets that the graviton or higgs-
boson would be the proof of the multiverse, it may turn 
out that the evidence has been there all time staring us 
in the face. We may not have to wait on the fellows at 
cern to crack this enigma. 
I cannot express the joy that discoveries like this bring 
me. It is time for a paradigm shift in the way humanity 
conducts itself and science is ready to follow suit.
Link to thread: ...thread411715/pg1
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2 High Security Clearance 
Workers Gunned Down In 
Mysterious Circumstances
Created by: kosmicjack on November 16, flags: 47, replies: 
110
What are the chances that these two people who both 
work in Homeland Security/Counter-Terrorism would 
both die in such mysterious circumstances, only a few 
months apart? 
First, Sean Nicholas Green: He had a high level 
security clearance, so you know he passed a 
backround/criminal records check. There is no obvious 
motive to the crime. Friends and family say nothing 
unusual seemed to be going on in his life. He was 
following his normal daily routine. Witnesses say he 
was clearly targeted during the incident, so it wasn't a 
random crime. 
I wonder if he came across some incriminating 
computer evidence and, if so, did he even know it?. 
What a bright future wasted. 
(links removed) 
"An Oxon Hill man who worked with sensitive national 
security information was fatally shot Wednesday 
evening as he sat in his car at a stop  light near his 
home, according to police, family members and 
coworkers. 
Sean Nicholas Green, 31, had stopped at a red light at 
about 5:31 p.m. when a man approached his car and 
fired several shots into the driver's side window of his 
black Cadillac Deville, police and family members said. 
Cpl. Clinton Copeland, a spokesman for Prince 
George's County police, said detectives do not have a 
suspect and are still working to establish a motive for 
the killing. "It doesn't appear to be a carjacking, he 
was sitting at the light, he wasn't the only car there -- 
it's weird stuff, a mystery right now," Copeland said. " 
(links removed) 
"OXON HILL, Md. - Family members of an Oxon Hill 
man are as mystified by his death as the police 
investigating the case; the shooting was not a robbery, 
and the question that lingers is whether the gunman 
knew his victim, and if so, how. 
Sean Nicholas Green, 31, was in his car apparently 
leaving his Oxon Hill community about 5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday when he stopped before turning onto St. 
Barnabas Road. His family thinks that he was on his 
way to the gym and then on to his mother's house. 
He was the second of five or six cars in the right turn 
lane at the intersection, investigators believe. 
Witnesses said a gunman, dressed in a black jacket 
with his hood up, walked up  to Green's Cadillac and 
fired nine shots into the driver's-side window. 

The gunman did not say anything to Green or try to 
open the car door, witnesses said. 
"The individual just walked up him -- the window being 
up, the door closed -- and discharged his firearm 
several times, striking Mr. Green," said Prince 
Georges County police Cpl. Steve Pacheco. 
Green died at the scene from multiple gunshot wounds 
to the head 
Green's family said he had attended the University of 
Maryland and Frostburg State University, earning a 
computer science degree. 
He held a top  secret security clearance in his work as 
a computer specialist with the National Counter-
Terrorism Center, a federal agency. They say Green 
loved his job and was recently promoted." 
[edit on 16/11/2008 by kosmicjack]
Link to thread: ...thread412104/pg1

is this NASA video Proof that 
E.T.'s are trying to contact 
us ?
Created by: easynow on November 1, flags: 46, replies: 261
This video from the Space Shuttle that was recorded 
by Martin Stubbs has always to me been Proof that 
E.T.'s were trying to contact us by displaying their craft 
in hopes that we would see this and attempt 
communication. 
the first part of the display shows objects entering the 
field of vision and stopping in a certain orbit or altitude. 
they are scattered at first but as you will see the 
objects start to form a pattern like a circle, and to me 
this would not be possible if it were just space debris. 
i don't think space debri can stop  at a certain place 
and then move into position to form a circle ? 
so what do you think about this footage ? Alien or 
Not ? 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Link to thread: ...thread407313/pg1

Congratulations to President 
elect Obama from People 
outside America.
Created by: timelike on November 5, flags: 46, replies: 190
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate 
President elect Obama. This thread is for all those 
people who,like myself, who are not from America, but 
wish to send their congratulations and good wishes to 
President Obama. 
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I should also like to say that Senator McCain, who has 
also done som much public service for your country, 
fought a good campaign under exceptional 
circumstances and remains forever a gentleman in my 
eyes. 
Congratulations America, you've done something very 
special today. 
PLEASE NOTE: This is meant to be a genuine 
goodwill thread. If you just want to bitch about either 
Obama or McCain or you have nothing positive or 
constructive to say, then please don't bother posting! 
[edit on 5-11-2008 by timelike]
Link to thread: ...thread408641/pg1

A Secret Cabal in the CIA
Created by: Someone336 on November 28, flags: 46, 
replies: 48
Time magazine wrote a large expose on the BCCI 
bank – the international bank that was essential in 
October Surprise, Iran-Contra, and possibly 9/11. It 
had this to say: 
"But B.C.C.I. is more than just a criminal bank. From 
interviews with sources close to B.C.C.I., TIME has 
pieced together a portrait of a clandestine division of 
the bank called the "black network," which functions as 
a global intelligence operation and a Mafia-like 
enforcement squad." 
"But the CIA may have used B.C.C.I. as more than an 
undercover banker: U.S. agents collaborated with the 
black network in several operations, according to a 
B.C.C.I. black-network "officer" who is now a secret 
U.S. government witness. Sources have told 
investigators that B.C.C.I. worked closely with Israel's 
spy agencies and other Western intelligence groups as 
well, especially in arms deals. The bank also 
maintained cozy relationships with international 
terrorists, say investigators who discovered suspected 
terrorist accounts for Libya, Syria and the Palestine 
Liberation Organization in B.C.C.I.'s London offices." 
What might be this “black network” be? Here is a 
possible theory to its origin, indicating a hidden cabal 
sitting atop the early CIA. 
I came across this at: 
"In his 1977 book 'The Night Watch', former CIA officer 
David Atlee Phillips wrote on page 123 (according to 
Lobster): "...that small circle of well-bred, highly 
educated adventurers who were known to some in the 
CIA as the 'Knights Templars' - Allen Dulles, Frank 
Wisner, Kermit Roosevelt, Tracey Barnes, Dick Bissell, 
and kindred spirits. Other CIA veterans have confirmed 
the existence of similar associations within the agency, 
with names like the "Century group" and the "Gold Key 
group"." 

Here is a little on each of the names mentioned as 
being members of the “Knights Templar”: 
"Allen Dulles: Served under William Donovan in the 
OSS, in charge of providing assistance to resistance 
groups in occupied France. Worked closely with the 
founding of the CIA, and initiated Operation Paperclip. 
In 1953, he became CIA director, and MK-ULTRA was 
established under his reign. Established Operation 
Mockingbird, which was used to “influence domestic 
and foreign media” in the early 1950s. Mockingbird 
would be involved in the CIA project PBSUCCESS, 
which overthrow the President Jacobo Arbenz 
Guzmán in Guatemala in 1954. After Castro overthrew 
Batista, Dulles created Operation 40, which was 
overseen by Richard Nixon. Members include E. 
Howard Hunt, Barry Seal, and Frank Sturgis, and later 
Ted Shackley I believe this group conducted the JFK 
assassination. Dulles sat on the board of United Fruit, 
which was closely connected to the Cuban cause. In 
the same year as PBSUCCESS, Dulles created 
Operation Ajax, which overthrew Iranian prime minister 
Mohammed Mosaddeq after he nationalized Iranian 
oil. After Bay of Pigs, Dulles and Richard Bissell were 
forced to resign by John F. Kennedy. After the 
assassination, Lyndon Johnson placed Dulles on the 
Warren Commission." 
(con't) 
MOD note: Posting work by others: Terms and 
Conditions: Please Read 
"1c.) Intellectual Property: You will not post any 
copyrighted material, material belonging to another 
person, material previously posted by you on another 
website nor link to any copyrighted material without 
providing proper attribution, as defined by The 
Owners, to its original source. 
" 
[edit on 12/6/2008 by semperfortis]
Link to thread: ...thread415529/pg1

My e-mail to Rush Limbaugh
Created by: onefinalmint on November 8, flags: 45, replies: 
69
Rush, 
Let me start by saying that I am a young voter. I'm 21 
years old, and registered independent. I believe in a 
little something called the constitution, and until the 
Republican party embraces that document, and the 
philosophies of our founding fathers, they will continue 
to lose power in Washington. The GOP is scratching 
it's head right now, in the wake of this election. They 
are pointing fingers, but not looking to the real leader 
of the party (in my opinion), Ron Paul. 
Ron Paul appeals to thousands of young voters, a 
demographic that Republicans can't seem to get a 
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grasp on. Look, I'm young, and I'm not some "leftist 
commie." I believe in civil liberties! I believe in a free 
market society! I believe in the rights of business to 
succeed, and also to fail! I believe in fiscal 
responsibility! I believe in personal responsibility! The 
government is not meant to run a welfare state, 
nurture the economy, or police the world. The 
government is responsible for providing sound money, 
upholding the constitution, and defending our country 
from threats- both foreign and domestic. 
You people in the conservative media have failed to 
embrace Ron Paul, and you are making a big mistake. 
I look at this election, and it is apparent to me that the 
Republicans were never meant to win. They ran a 
corpse, and put no effort whatsoever into the 
campaign. I want to hear about the issues! Not the 
fake right/left paradigm issues that plague every 
political campaign, but the real issues that nobody 
wants to address. How are we going to pay back 
China? What happens if we cancel our debt? How are 
we going to combat the collapse of our dollar? How 
can we continue printing money out of nowhere? How 
much money are we spending to finance an empire? 
Guess what, Rush, empires always collapse. 
Throughout history, time after time, these great 
civilizations implode upon themselves. We are the 
Romans. We need to return to the vision of this 
country that guided our founders. If we do not, we are 
in for a long and bumpy road ahead. People are 
actually embracing socialism now, because the 
Republican party failed to do it's job  of upholding the 
Republic and the Constitution. Socialism can easily 
lead to Fascism, and if that ever happens I will be 
blaming people like you. People who have an 
obligation to inform the public. People who call 
themselves conservative, yet praised the neocon 
agenda of the past eight years. Start doing your job, 
and in four years we can really get this country back 
on track.
Link to thread: ...thread409932/pg1

National Troop 
Mobilization.....Holy Crap
Created by: warrenb on November 18, flags: 45, replies: 
252
Letters going out this week calling up retired 
commissioned and non commissioned Officers, every 
single one. 
Letters being prepared for ALL retired Warrant Officers 
and Seargents, called back to active duty to be mailed 
next week. 
First General Mobilization since 1941..... 

Please listen to the discussion and commentators 
show which aired Mon Nov 17, with guest John Moore, 
click on 2nd hour (MP3) 
Link 
Any military people here care to confirm this?
Link to thread: ...thread412637/pg1

Total proof of that the 
govenment/CIA run the drug 
trade
Created by: ZeuZZ on November 4, flags: 44, replies: 53
Ten minute clip  that shows the govenment and the 
CIA are utterly guilty of not only importing tons of 
cocaine into the country but blatently using the media 
to advertise their product and cause the crack 
epidemic. Has footage of George Bush Senior holding 
up  a bag of crack in his office, pretty much just 
advertising it to the world, and shows how the media 
were subliminally used to make everyone aware of the 
crack cocaine being imported by the CIA during the 
Iran contra affair, so it was brought up  quickly for their 
own profit. Also has the famous meeting where former 
LAPD narcotics officer Mike Rupert blows the cover of 
John Deutch (the then director of the CIA) by exposing 
the operation names of three CIA drug smuggling 
operations on live TV. Also footage of Alex Jones 
giving former Drug Czar for the US govenment Barry 
McCaffrey a grilling at a speech because the wife of 
his head of counter narcotics operations was caught 
importing tonnes of cocaine. And much more 
testimony from previous CIA officials on the fake drugs 
war, information about the money made from the 
heroin in afghanistan, and lots more. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
It all comes down to the money. It simply has to 
happen because of the money involved. They've got to 
get the money for their black ops from somewhere 
where it can't be counted and is off the public record. 
And what better place than the taking over and running 
the multi billion (maybe even trillion) dollar 
international drugs market. 
Note how they only ever are invloved in dirty and 
addictive drugs that destroy society. You'd never catch 
them selling mushrooms, dope, mdma or DMT, which 
generally open peoples minds and would cause hassle 
for them. They're just not interested in the enactogens 
and entheogens, only the addictive and soul 
destroying ones. So its a double bonus for them, get 
loads of money and shut the population up  at the 
same time. Evil bastards. 
[edit on 4-11-2008 by ZeuZZ]
Link to thread: ...thread408157/pg1
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Must Listen: Ron Paul with 
Alex Jones 11/5/08
Created by: ModernAcademia on November 5, flags: 44, 
replies: 81
www.dailypaul.com 
"Wow- some very sobering comments from Ron Paul. 
Part 1 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Part 2 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread408882/pg1

SCOTUS petitioned for writ 
certiorari in Obama 
citizenship case, Obama to 
respond by Dec 1
Created by: beforetime on November 9, flags: 43, replies: 
599
"Lawyer Philip Berg’s lawsuit questioning Barack 
Obama’s “natural born” status has entered a do-or-die 
phase after the Supreme Court has ordered the 
president-elect to produce his birth certificate by 
December 1st. Berg, who appealed his case to 
America’s highest court, was told by Justice David 
Souter’s Clerk that his petition for an injunction to stay 
the November 4th election was denied. The Clerk also 
required the defendants (Obama, the DNC, and FEC) 
to respond to the Writ of Certiorari by December 1. At 
that time, Obama must present an authentic birth 
certificate to the Court, which has been sealed by 
Hawaii governor Linda Lingle. Berg will get to respond 
afterwards." 
"(Lafayette Hill, Pennsylvania – 11/07/08) - Philip J. 
Berg, Esquire, the Attorney who filed suit against 
Barack H. Obama challenging Senator Obama’s lack 
of “qualifications” to serve as President of the United 
States filed a Writ of Certiorari in the United States 
Supreme Court on October 30, 2008, requesting 
review of the United States District Court, Eastern 
District of Pennsylvania, Judge Surrick’s Dismissal of 
Philip  J. Berg’s lawsuit against Barack H. Obama, Jr., 
the DNC and the other co-Defendants. Accordingly, 
the U. S. Supreme Court has set dates in which 
Barack Obama, the DNC and all co-Defendants are to 
respond to the Writ, which is on or before December 1, 
2008." 
it's obama's crap or get of the pot time.. 

DEC 1st 
then we can let it all die if he is legal. 
But still the PEOPLE need and have a right to know. 
Anyone want to place your bet's on this one folk's... 
if he does not give the court the papers asked...by dec 
1st..mcain will be president by defualt..because he will 
be ineligible. 
even if already voted in. 
[edit on 11-11-2008 by The Vagabond]
Link to thread: ...thread410213/pg1

Grey Aliens, Insects and 
Disinformation
Created by: mopusvindictus on November 15, flags: 43, 
replies: 207
For a long time now people have been sprouting, Main 
Stream theories about the Grey's that I think come 
down to dis information and or profiteering. 
1: Spearheaded by David Icke would be the allegation 
that Grey Aliens Are Reptilian in Nature 
2: That the beings known as the Grey's are actually 
from outer space, various mainstream theories are in 
circulation that I believe to be ludicrous regarding Alien 
intervention, Star Gates, Hollow Earth Theory, 
Federation of Light and similar propaganda have 
managed to divert attention away from any Plausible 
theories of what the Grey's actually are or where they 
really come from. 
I would maintain several Theories here and I am going 
to piece by piece post some explanations for what I 
think they are and where they come from with those 
explanations derived from several basic viewpoints 
that run contradictory to most of the pulp  dis 
information currently being presented to the public 
A: The Grey's are Aliens 
I would maintain that the Grey's are not actually Alien 
at all, but actually originate right here on Earth, I will 
present a more rational hypothesis 
B: They Are Reptilian in Nature 
I would maintain that Reptilian is by far the least likely 
origin of life for these beings 
For starters 
Lets look at the Typical Image of a Grey Alien as 
depicted typically. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
We have all seen, Images, fakes, supposed real 
photos of the Grey's 
Large Black Eye's Long head larger at the top  smaller 
at the bottom 
The head is remarkably Human like, but I have never 
seen a Reptile head which is almost always elongated 
look like this, rather the eyes are inset and the head is 
long 
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So where is the resemblance to a reptile? 
My only answer is that there is none what so ever. 
What do those large Eyes and large head resemble? 
IF there is some cross breeding or genetic interaction 
with Humans and you chose to Cross Genetics with 
another Order of Creature here on Earth... what would 
that beings head most resemble? 
Look at these: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
So, we have theories as to the origins of Grey's... 
before we even get into where they are from... 
A simple Glance at the images will show you the 
obvious, Grey Aliens look nothing like any Reptile and 
a hell of allot like an Insect with a Humanoid torso. 
There is one simple thing in this field, Tens of 
thousands of reports of Abductions by Grey's... photos 
of Ufo's and sightings, reported underground bases... 
and Zero evidence of any Reptilian Beings, Zero 
evidence that craft are coming from deep space, zero 
evidence of any other species that can...at the very 
least, by numbers of witnesses or reports be taken 
seriously 
In interview though 
There has been through the century a common theme 
from abductees which is of recent times not as likely to 
be reported in the media but exists from my personal 
Interviews regularly. 
That is, of the presence of an insect like, or rather a 
fully insect like creature in the room during the course 
of an abduction supervising the situation. 
Further evidence of Insectoid origins 
1: All supposed bases where we contact aliens are 
underground 
2: while encounters near planets like Mars and the 
moon have happened, we see no genuine surface 
structures. 
3: underground tunnels, stories of creatures 
underground etc are extremely common, it is simply 
for more Insect like behavior to live in tunnels in the 
Earth 
4: No evidence of hyperspace travel 
5: Telepathy, is extremely similar in appearance to 
Pheromones, everything from paralysis to 
communication could be explained by the natural 
social insect use of pheromones 
6: Abduction scars reportedly made by Lazers are not 
at all unlike, the kind of incisions that mosquitoes or 
other insects use, numbing of the surface, liquidizing 
of underlying tissues for digestion 
7: Weapons are often reported by abductees as being 
from chest or other areas of the body, electrical, burn 
or otherwise, this is also very much like an insects 
chemical attack method. 
8: frail body, absence of clothes no apparent external 
organs, yet, surprising strength. Once again we see 

the sort of despite human like appearance, insect like 
abilities and surprising strength from thin limbs much 
like an Ants or other insect. 
9: Craft are often reported, not ascending to space on 
departure but rather heading to ground or underwater 
10: A fear effect, not to dissimilar to the effect people 
have around insects is often reported by those who 
see Grey's 
I would like to take a moment to mention the story of 
Phil Schneider who reportedly when drilling in New 
Mexico, accessed a chamber with sentry post Grey's 
and had a gun fight with them barely surviving the 
encounter with burns that came from the beings chest. 
It sounds remarkably like, what one would expect, 
entering into a social insects chamber. 
" 
My job  was to go down the holes and check the rock 
samples, then recommend the explosive to deal with a 
particular rock. As I was headed down there , we found 
ourselves amidst a large cavern that was full of outer-
space aliens, otherwise known as large Greys. I shot 
two of them. At that time, there were 30 people down 
there. 
" 
Now, I think Phil makes allot of assumptions and 
embellishes allot... but I believe he walked into 
something down there and I don't think they were from 
space, It's classic insect, his burn that reportedly gave 
him cancer sounds allot like, given dispersal method 
and insects chemical attack, the manner of encounter 
and defense sounds allot like the way insects post 
guards at the entrance to a chamber... 
I believe Phil, like the rest of us was fed disinfo about 
what he had stumbled into, and it was nothing more, 
than a colony of insects. 
Many people point to Hollow Earth theory (a theory 
which is scientifically ridiculous) to explain the 
presence of being within the Earth. 
I would take a moment to say that, there are between 
20-50 Miles of space in the earths crust in most 
places, there is ample room for 5 populations of 
surface dwellers to reside in chambers carved if we 
gave 1 Mile for each level and left 5 Miles of space 
between both the Mantle and the Surface, to date our 
deepest digs are only 2.5 miles or so 
There is plenty of room for an insect species 
I would also add, Roswell happened the year after the 
first atomic explosions in New Mexico, it is far more 
likely that something was alerted to us from under the 
ground by that explosion, than it is that something 
noticed us across the cosmos as a result 
and 
Ufo activity is far more common in mountainous zones, 
reports of humanoids coming up  in from the Earth are 
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far more common than anecdotal evidence of 
depictions of crafts or legends of star g-ds 
Hell itself, is said to be underground and the demons 
that go with it, a world wide belief. 
Further it is known that, a brain capacity is determined 
by the folds in the brain and that size is not necessarily 
a component to intelligence.
If a social insect had evolved intelligence underground 
there would be little evidence of their presence fossil 
or otherwise where we could obtain it, and, there is no 
reason to believe that because abductions occur with 
human sized greys that this is anything more than an 
adaptation or genetic modification to deal with us. 
The actual species itself could very well be very small 
This means our enemy may indeed be 
Legion 
Abductees often go to great lengths in order to avoid 
future abductions yet nothing seems to stop the Greys, 
the paralysis no matter what they do sets in no matter 
what windows are closed etc, etc... 
Technology is used to explain this phenomena 
But I would offer that, a Small Insect could easily 
circumvent any technology used to stop a larger Grey 
what i am saying is, the small marks that accompany 
abductions is, the first line of attack, is small an insect 
an actual member of the true species Intelligent, 
enters the home and injects into a person a form of 
drug that takes possession of the mind 
This is conjecture but infinitely more plausible if we 
give this serious thought than hyper space travel from 
another system. 
Scopolamine mind control 
Is a drug found in Columbia, it makes a person loose 
complete control of free will... I would propose that 
abductions start with a simple insect and that the 
abductees open the window or doors themselves and 
head outside to be picked up by the larger drones. 
The insect itself given the complexity of social insects 
and following complex chemical instructions would not 
need to even be intelligent, simply like an ant following 
Pheromone based instructions 
Don't think so 
ask yourself if you have ever caught a mosquito that 
bit you in the night, let alone a species that, intends on 
never being caught operating in a similar manner and 
controlled by an intelligence 
People talk about government Interference and Shape 
shifting in propaganda theories as to what these 
creatures are. 
But I ask, what species could actually shape shift and 
uses interspecies parasitism, camouflage of other 
species, slaving, nesting of it's young in other species, 
feeding discreetly off other species and farming of 
other species but the Insect? 

So how far fetched is the concept, when compared to 
a Lizard that changes shape? 
Link to thread: ...thread411857/pg1

Odd Police Information Given 
To Me
Created by: GreyFoxSolid on November 18, flags: 43, 
replies: 171
There are some interesting posts all over the boards 
right now. I was just reading the one about how a 
mass amount of military personnel are being called 
back into duty right now, and I thought that might 
correlate with something that I heard from a policeman 
that I have known for my entire life. 
I live in the Cleveland, OH area, just so you know, and 
this is the only region I know of this happening so don't 
quote me when it comes to your hometown. 
This cop  friend and I, who I will not name, were 
speaking about two weeks ago with each other (I don't 
know why it took me so long to post this) while we 
were both on lunch break. We are always talking about 
things pertaining to 'alternative' news, like this site, and 
when he sat down this day he told me something quite 
frightening. He was, himself, afraid of what it might 
mean. 
He received some kind of form for him and his family 
that would grant them first rights treatment, because 
he is a first responder, in the event of an "anthrax or 
other biological attack". 
He said he has never received anything like this in his 
twenty years on the force, even when the anthrax 
attacks were happening. 
I corroborated this with another cop  I know from the 
same city. I know many cops from this city, but these 
are the only two I talk to that frequently. 
Just thought you all should know. I don't know what it 
means, no other information was given to them. 
As for other cities, I am not sure. Maybe someone 
here could corroborate?
Link to thread: ...thread412689/pg1
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A letter to the U.S. from 
Saddam Hussein
Created by: VIKINGANT on November 25, flags: 43, replies: 
304
story.malaysiasun.com 
"He was executed 2 years ago next month. He wrote a 
letter to the American people just weeks before his 
conviction and execution. The letter was collected by 
one of Saddam's attorney's Ramsey Clark, who in fact 
asked him to write the letter. It has not been widely 
published so as a matter of interest on the eve of the 
second anniversary of his execution we publish the 
letter in full"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread414696/pg1

And the winner is: Obama/
Biden (2008 ATS Presidential 
Poll)
Created by: SkepticOverlord on November 2, flags: 42, 
replies: 218
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
A relatively high percentage of site visitors participated 
in the 2008 Presidential Poll here on ATS. 
Of the votes cast for the two major-party candidates, 
the Obama/Biden ticket received 63% of the votes, 
and is the clear winner. 
However, as can be expected from the nature of the 
visitors to ATS, "third-party" candidates received 7,631 
total votes, which is a stunning 32% of all votes, and 
more total votes than were cast for the McCain/Palin 
ticket.
Link to thread: ...thread407477/pg1

To All Those Members 
Complaining About Skeptics
Created by: OzWeatherman on November 3, flags: 42, 
replies: 93
Get it right will you!!! 
None of you seem to have any idea about what you 
are going on about anymore 
"A scientific (or empirical) skeptic is one who questions 
the reliability of certain kinds of claims by subjecting 
them to a systematic investigation" 
Consider the above quote. It describes who a skeptic 
REALLY is perfectly. Notice the words "systematic 
investigation", meaning that skeptics go out to 

disprove a theory using different methodologies in 
order to prove their view point 
True Skeptics do not (DO NOT) 
- Go onto threads suggesting that people are on drugs 
or mentally ill 
- Assume that they are right without investigating or 
researching the topic at hand 
- Act like children sledging other members for having a 
differentiating view point 
I dont know if its just assumption or anger of being 
challenged/ abused, but please stop  putting skeptics in 
the same group  as these members that feel the need 
to post immature remarks. 
And also, just because people are skeptical in one 
topic, doesn't mean they are skeptical in another. In 
explanation, a skeptic will try to disprove every theory, 
while someone with a skeptical view point may only try 
to disprove one topic, instead of all of them 
And to those members that think they are doing 
skeptics a favour, please stop  it. There is nothing 
worse than being put in the same group as you, and it 
damages the credibility for the rest of us that are doing 
proper research. 
Finally.... 
Stop  engaging the trolls. If someone writes something 
derogatory or something that offends you, or someone 
is trying to bait you into enagaging in an immature 
flaming match, click the report button to alert the 
mods...or if you feel the need to, click the ignore 
button. These buttons were put there to be used. Hell, 
even go to BTS and talk about off topic stuff.....all 
these options worked for me when things got heated 
Now everyone calm down, accept that there will be 
people that try to disprove your point, and accept that 
there will be people who come on to simply derail a 
thread (and no challenging someones point of view 
rationally is not derailing) 
From someone with skeptical views on some things, 
but not others :up: 
Link to thread: ...thread407777/pg1

The simple reason all the 
bees are dying off..
Created by: warrenb on November 5, flags: 42, replies: 89
For over a year, the media has been reporting about 
the dramatic loss of bees in Europe and North 
America. As many as 50% to 90% of the bee 
populations have simply vanished, leaving their hives 
empty and forcing farmers to demand investigations to 
determine the cause. 
At first it was only the honeybees that were decimated 
-- then the bumblebee populations began to disappear. 
Bumblebees are responsible for pollinating an 
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estimated 15 percent of all the crops grown in the 
U.S., worth $3 billion, particularly those raised in 
greenhouses. Those include tomatoes, peppers and 
strawberries. The crisis was eventually given a name: 
Colony Collapse Disorder or CCD. 
CCD is a "fake disease!" 
"But it now appears that a much more basic culprit has 
killed the bees -- Bayer Corporation. Colony Collapse 
Disorder is poisoning with a known insect neurotoxin 
called Clothianidin, a pesticide manufactured by Bayer, 
which has been clearly linked to massive bee die offs 
in Germany and France. " 
Full Article here: 
http://viewzone.com/lostbees.bayer.html 
Link to thread: ...thread408773/pg1

Science about to prove the 
existence of life outside of 
our planet?
Created by: bloodsearch on November 3, flags: 41, replies: 
65
We have had a number of amazing developments in 
Science recently that to me has massive implications. 
We have found water on Mars and evidence of past 
oceans on the surface. Fragments of rock from Mars 
possibly containing fossilized bacteria and now, it is 
the opinion of many people within the scientific 
community that it was once very much like Earth 
today. 
The moon Titan has a atmosphere, and there is a 
belief that there may be enough organic material for 
life to start. 
All of these experiments have led to the suggestion 
that enough organic material exists on Titan to start a 
chemical evolution analogous to what is thought to 
have started life on Earth. While the analogy assumes 
the presence of liquid water for longer periods than is 
currently observable, several theories suggest that 
liquid water from an impact could be preserved under 
a frozen isolation layer. 
link 
Add to this the fact that we have detected the signs of 
lighting in the atmosphere and that we believe lighting 
was what sparked the chemical reactions that led to 
the origins of life on this planet. 
link 
Furthermore just today news has come out that 
Cassini may have already collected the data to prove 
there is life on the icy moon Enceladus. Data collected 
by recent flybys through the plume of icy water ejected 
from the surface suggest that there is a strong 

possibility life may exist under the surface in deep 
oceans, all we need to do is look through the data. 
The Cassini probe may have already collected data 
that could reveal the presence of life on Saturn's moon 
Enceladus, a new study argues. But mission scientists 
say teasing out the subtle signature of life may prove 
difficult. 
"If you think about what you need for life, you need 
water, energy, organic material, and you need 
nitrogen, and they're all coming out of the plume," 
McKay told New Scientist. "Here is a little world that 
seems to have it all." 
link 
Given the fact we know of bacteria that can survive at 
the deepest depths of the oceans, in nuclear reactors 
and even in space I believe it is only a matter of time 
before we prove that life is out there. 
Okay, little single celled organisms or bacteria don't 
sound like much but if we can find life on planets and 
moons then the only conclusion we can reach is that 
the Universe must be teeming with life. This will have 
to be accepted by mainstream science and the media. 
The evidence will be undeniable. 
This is only considering that life out there is very much 
like our own which I think is very improbable. Evolution 
could lead to very different forms of life developing on 
other planets or moons. We are carbon based 
lifeforms, however other forms of life may be out there. 
(Silicone based lifeforms etc) 
If the Universe is teeming with life then the idea of 
Aliens visiting us now seems much more plausible to 
even the most skeptical person. This changing of 
opinion I believe will be very strong and will perhaps 
be the pressure needed for the truth to finally come 
out. For governments to reveal all that they know. Just 
look at the impact of recent rumors that the White 
house had been briefed about the Phoenix lander 
detecting life. 
Link to thread: ...thread407940/pg1

Ronald Reagan was right!
Created by: ZindoDoone on November 12, flags: 41, 
replies: 102
Some of you will scoff, but if you read the many posts 
here about the NWO and the take over of our country 
by special interests...maybe you will take the time to 
listen to this 1964 speech Reagan made on the very 
problems we here everyday complain about. The 
names have changed and the numbers have gotten 
worse, but this one speech actualy predicts our 
situation today! 
Link to thread: ...thread411141/pg1
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**Important Message to ALL 
my fellow Conservatives** 
(please read)
Created by: Gateway on November 5, flags: 40, replies: 162
Yesterday's "overwhelming" defeat of not just Mcain 
but the entire "current" GOP platform is a very telling 
one. This defeat is not so-much of an embrace of 
Obama and what he has to offer, but rather a defeat of 
the platform WE as conservatives have been told that 
REPRESENTS our Conservative values. Yesterday, 
republicans lost because WE (or at least a few of you) 
have been blindly told to support an unpopular and 
unjust war, (or else you are against the troops) we bail-
out Wall Street, and continue to provide corporatist 
subsidies. Let's face it, people really think that Obama 
will bring peace and stop  the abuse of our taxes going 
to those that do not deserve it, despite the fact that 
Obama will continue the status quo if not make things 
worse. Yes, Americans are that foolishly naive, but 
what choice did they have? Did we really expect the 
American public to vote a "Bush on steroids". (Mcain) 
Please bare with me, 
For many years beginning particularly since the Nixon 
regime the GOP has been slowly led to accept a 
different kind of Conservatism. One that has slowly 
adopted some of the views of the opposing party, the 
Democrats. Conservatives have been taught to accept 
that WE are a government of the righteous PEOPLE 
that we have a GOD GIVEN DUTY TO go around the 
world and mold it in our image. That if the world was 
not democratic, then it is WE who must make it so. We 
have been told by a certain segment within the GOP, 
that we must go around the world and defeat 
monsters. This is contrary to AN OLDER GOP platform 
and is contrary to what our forefathers have wanted for 
us as a nation to do. Slowly this type of Big-
Government has crept into advancing and creating a 
larger Warfare state in which we now see collusion 
between Government and Large corporations at the 
D.C. trough feeding on taxpayer dollars. 
Coupled with this Warfare government growth we have 
also been told that WE must increase government 
expenses here at home. To increase social outlays; to 
spread the wealth, to not cut medicare, to not cut 
social security, to increase unemployment benefits, to 
increase spending at the department of education and 
so on and so forth. We have seen the culmination of 
what maintaining a Welfare and Warfare state does to 
our economy and our currency. Even if we wanted to, 
could we realistically afford all of these programs? The 
frustration of the American people finally erupted last 

night at US those of us who consider themselves 
conservatives. 
Who was responsible for turning a once Conservative 
movement of small government, free-markets, into one 
of Big-Government? We should look no further and 
understand that we have been sold a "bill of goods" by 
a group within the GOP calling themselves 
Neoconservatives. They have sold-us-out... to foreign 
interests, corporatism, and statism. 
People like Norman Podhoretz, William & Irving 
Kristol, Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, Douglas Feith, 
Lewis Libby, John Bolton, Elliott Abrams, Robert 
Kagan, Donald Rumsfeld, Michael Ledeen, Cheney, 
Karl Rove, Frank Gaffney Jr., and Bush, just to name a 
few have corrupted this once great Republic into an 
unsustainable leviathan STATE were the ROLE of the 
president has been turned into a dictatorship, and 
where what we consider IMMORAL for us to do IN 
OUR PRIVATE lives is CONSIDERED as moral for the 
STATE to do. 
What we must do now, is pick-up  the pieces, and 
understand what is A CONSERVATIVE? 
Ask yourself this question: What do I think is a 
conservative? IS THE REPUBLICAN PARTY REALLY 
THE PARTY OF WAR AND CORPORATISM? We 
need to re-think what are conservative values or at 
least what they should be. Should our values continue 
to be dictated by a small yet influential group  of people 
originally from the Democratic party that have slithered 
their way into our Party calling themselves 
"Neoconservatives", should we continue to be the 
PARTY of welfare and warfare, or should you and I try 
to enforce REAL conservative values, that of small 
government both here and abroad? 
It's time for the "Neoconservative" movement to be put 
back in its bottle and go back to the Democratic Party 
where it belongs. 
--------- 
A side note: The Neoconservatives are currently 
running around blaming everyone else except 
themselves and their failed policies, for what they have 
done to the GOP. We must not except these excuses 
and marginalize them from our party if we want to 
bring back prosperity to this country. 
America...when the four years are UP and you are 
impoverished by SOCIALISM, WE REAL 
CONSERVATIVES will be there to lead this country 
and our people back in the right direction. We shall 
wait patiently... 
[edit on 5-11-2008 by Gateway]
Link to thread: ...thread408880/pg1
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Psychic Experiment: Please 
participate!
Created by: HankMcCoy on November 6, flags: 40, replies: 
653
I am looking for a few psychics and other paranormally 
powered individuals to help  me with an unscientific 
experiment. This would not be evidence to anyone but 
myself as to whether or not you have power, but it 
could be fun. 
I have an object on [top  of] my computer monitor that I 
would like identified. [The object is now marked with a 
number 1 for remote viewers] 
I would like you to be a specific as you can, but do not 
force yourself to get details. 
As a means to further the exercise, I would also 
encourage youto try to feel any emotional or 
environmental associations that may come with the 
object, some sort of empathic approach on top  of the 
actual object. 
I look forward to seeing the results. 
The object will be there for 2 weeks. 
I will u2u anyone that I feel has any sort of 'hit' so that 
we can not damage the integrity of this little exericise. 
Link to thread: ...thread409168/pg1

Rare Alien movie with 
important message.....
Created by: meadowfairy on November 24, flags: 40, 
replies: 55
http://www.hanneskirsman.com/2008/11/02/movie-
the-green-beautiful/en/ 
Based on Anastasia series. Very beautiful and moving, 
how life should be. 
Excerpt: 
Did you ever wonder why the floor under your feet, in 
the place where you live are covered with a gray 
material and you can’t see the soil? Why this floor is 
full of poop? Why are there boxes of metal emitting 
gases that you must breath? Why you live in high 
cages, forced to hear the noise of these metal boxes? 
Why you’re driving them and not using your feet, 
causing you to eventually have heart attack, if you 
won’t die earlier from cancer from the gases, or an 
accident with the fast moving boxes? Why you eat 
corpses of animals? Why you use pieces of paper 
entitling you to any value, without which you won’t 
have nothing, not even food? Why you eat unhealthy 
food? Why you’re sitting every evening watching a box 
showing people telling lies, and dirtying your mind? 
Why do you let yourself be led by fat selfish people 

caring only about themselves, their money and power, 
why don’t we really listen to each other, talk to each 
other, why do we have these hierarchies, in which the 
stupidiest, incapable ones rule, control and exploit the 
goodness and capable weaker ones? Why we go 
about doing wrong immoral things just because we’re 
being told, why we we’re constantly mad, worried and 
frustrated with such small trivial things, like a scratch in 
the mirror of our cars and never see, appreciate and 
thank the beautiful wonderful life, nature and world that 
sorrounds and support us? Why we ruin the world, 
poison ourselves, live in ugliness, support the rich 
selfish people exploiting us, selling us lies, tobbaco, 
weapons & arms, killing people with the money that 
we’re forced to pay them as taxes? 
Link to thread: ...thread414412/pg1

When did ATS become the 
new Neo-Con hangout?
Created by: retzius on November 11, flags: 39, replies: 195
Hello there. 
I have noticed a strange change in ATS over the last 
few weeks.. 
When did ATS become the new Neo-Con hangout? 
It seems like every other thread is one of the following: 
1. Obama the antichrist 
2. Obama the terrorist 
3. Obama dictatorship 
4. Extremely long post of bible passages about why 
we need to bow down to Jesus 
5. Posts about "you cant pry my guns from my cold 
dead hands" 
6. Posts about Obama the Zionist 
etc. etc. etc. 
I like this site. Some good ideas, free thinkers, and off 
the wall ideas. 
But this is strange. Its like every bible thumpin, gun 
totin republican migrated here. 
Well, welcome to ATS i guess :P 
If I see another post from a religious nut with pages 
upon pages of random bible quotes than quite 
ironically dont mean anything out of context and in 
truth demonstrate nothing but a lack of free thinking 
then Im gonna puke 
And no, I dont want to take your guns. 
Maybe Obama was right, maybe Americans due turn 
to guns and religion when they are insecure.. 
And I didnt even vote for the guy.. 
Heres hoping we get some fun and free thinking back 
in ATS 
Ret
Link to thread: ...thread410874/pg1
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UFO BASE in China/India 
disbuted territory. Something 
BIG is going on.
Created by: serpentine on November 13, flags: 39, replies: 
62
China and India both know about underground UFO 
base in the Himalayan border area deep  into the 
tectonic plates........... 
I have been researching a story that came to my 
attention after interviewing kids and village elders for a 
magazine near to the Holy Mountain Mt Machapuchari 
in Nepal in 1998. 
In my trek I was hearing accounts and seeing the 
drawings from children of creatures that looked like 
greys and craft that looked domed. The villages were 
very simple. We were a few days walk from the tourist 
resorts where tv etc was common.The kids were not 
watching american tv and had no books or comics to 
get the references from. They lived in simple houses 
with their animals. I was not under the impression that 
is was something they had brewed up  to amuse 
tourists as it was originally my sketck book of cartoons 
that caused them to freak out about what they knew. 
Most spoke limited english but their drawings spoke 
1000 words. The elder villages spoke of the common 
sightings with fear, and seemed to look at them as 
omens more that deities. They spoke less english (the 
kids had grown up  talking with the backpackers 
climbing through the villages). I could see the fear and 
passion in the eyes as the elders wanted to convey 
that the mystery lights did bring fear (sick goats or 
similar things). 
This experience enlightened me to the Himilayan 
connection. The range is huge and a lot of it 
untouched and never seen by modern man apart from 
the sky. There are a lot of excellent threads on ATS 
about the mysteries of Tibet and the range. 
The connection I am making here is a little far fetched 
simply because it is a region spanning thousands of 
kilometeres. Or so I thought until I saw how close the 
regions in question are on google earth. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The stories from the Nepalise side fascinated me but I 
had to leave before I could get more info. The 
infamous holy mountain known in english as The 
Fishtail is holy to hindu, buddhist and islam, as well as 
the various hybrid cult like arms of these religions 
found in the part of the world. No one has climbed 
it.ANd it is illegal to climb  it. Apparently no climbers 
have dared to question this law, or not for 80 odd 
years. Treks to the base were possible years ago. We 
viewed the mountain over a huge valley (maybe it was 

20-50 km wide, and home to tigers, so locals were not 
too keen to take even small trecks into this territory. 
This mountain seemed to have the most stories 
attached to it with regard to craft coming from inside it. 
The nepalise had paintings going back 1000 years 
depicting it as some kind of godly mountain with 
demons living inside............way before the Chinese 
and Indians were disbuting the region. (more on that 
coming up) 
As the article states the border near to the disbuted 
region of Konka La and Huangyangtan is guarded by 
soldiers from both countries and I found references to 
soldiers speaking about the craft before (sorry no time 
to dig them up now). 
They are removed geographically as the terrain is wild 
and there does not seem to be many access roads in 
the entire area. 
I found this story. It seems the chinese have 
constructed some kind of huge model of the area (900 
x 700m) and it is visible from google earth.
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The region where I had first hand experiences 
interviewing locals about the strange things they have 
witnessed is actually quite far from here, although it is 
all in the same mountain range and cultuarally 
connected. Vistas in the Himilayas can span huge 
distances, so strange lights moving thru the mountains 
would be visable to people from far away areas. The 
air is clear up there. 
I searced and found the google earth story was 
covered on ATS a few years back, although no 
reference to the UFO connection. 
Anyone who has been to this region will realise how 
impracticle any kind of military base would be that 
depended on road access. There is usually only one 
main road climbing any of the mountains in this entire 
region, and such roads took decades to construct. 
Trucks bringing supplies move slowly. When one looks 
out over some of the mountains it is very clear that 
only adventures with sherpas, mountain goats and the 
occasional herder family can get far from the larger 
villages, leaving huge areas inaccessable. 
Any response/local knowledge appreciated. I will be 
returning to the Nepalise side in a few days. I will be 
staying under the mountainous shadow of 
Machapuchari and will do my best to find a local with 
some information. I won't take the laptop........so I'll be 
hoping to get some feed back. 
I am intrigued as to if anyone could think of why the 
Chinese would map  the area so accurately and HUGE 
in a reproduction scale model. Although we know there 
is tension as the borders have not been agreed, the 
military there are fairly ground based and traditional. 
Trucks with soldiers and a few tanks. Although the 
model is huge, it would not be practicle for troop 
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movement studies in this day and age with GPS and 
satellites. Why would they built this thing? 
I don't see how such a huge model would be 
necessary.............. 
Unless these stories of ships from inside the mountain 
and little grey men are TRUE! Then anything is 
possible. 
Anyone got some ideas? 
[edit on 13/11/2008 by serpentine]
Link to thread: ...thread411435/pg1

"Classic Quotes" Burial 
Ground
Created by: chapter29 on November 14, flags: 39, replies: 
159
Please read the U2U below: 
" ???????? buddy!! 
Long time no u2u...hope all is well. 
First off - forgive the 'vibe' of this u2u as I am quite 
baked... 
I had an idea for a thread that I think would be fun for 
all members of ATS... 
It would be a thread that allowed members to post 
"classic quotes"...or more to the point - a place to post 
funny, provocative, enlightening, ect...posts from other 
members that garners more attention... 
It would obviously be an "open thread" for good as it 
hsould be a thread that evolves with the site...I can't 
recall just how many awesome quotes have come 
from the members here - from all 3 groups...skeptics, 
believers and on-the-fence-#s.... 
One rule would be that you cannot post a quote from 
yourse l f - t h i s wou ld p reven t g loba l 
narcissism...actually, that would be the only rule. And 
you know why..? This place is about freedom of 
speech, so to say, "you cannot post negative 
comments from other members" doesn't cut it...you 
would have to hope that the members would police 
themselves... 
So there, brotha'....let me know what you think. I 
wanted to run this by you ('cause I value you 
opinion...) before I pull the trigger... 
Talk to ya soon dude... 
" 
His response is mute, as I want this thread to stand on 
its own merits… 
What I am trying to do here is create a thread that 
allows members to post “classic quotes” from other 
ATS members… 
There have been so many intelligent and witty 
comments on this site that I couldn’t possibly keep 
track of a fraction of them – but if the members here 
go out of their way to post quotes worthy of a second 

look, I and many others will have the opportunity to 
view them. 
As discussed in the above U2U, these quotes should 
have content that warrants attention; though I cannot 
prevent members from using the thread to promote 
their own agenda, I think the members of this site will 
police it accordingly, as they always do… 
These quotes can come from any forum and date…but 
they just can’t come from yourself. This should prevent 
any abuse of bandwidth…please link the thread that 
the quote comes from as well (due diligence is always 
a good thing). I am hoping quotes from both ATS and 
BTS are shared here as each have visitors from both 
sides of the fence. 
The one thing that I ask and seems necessary to the 
integrity of this thread, is that you share a brief 
comment regarding the quote you posted…this will 
give insight as to why you found it so profound, funny, 
ect… 
This does two things – it starts the conversation off 
and even more importantly, it ensures that the member 
posting the quote isn’t anonymously promoting their 
own agenda…transparency is necessary...this is just a 
spot for kick ass comments from ATS members and 
nothing more. 
Also, try to set up  the quote with a brief description if 
possible... 
I will start it off with a rather recent post (there were 
quite a few ‘old’ posts that came close, but since I was 
a member and following the thread at the time, it had 
more of an impact on me…the topic was Planet X and 
we all know how comical this topic can be, but the 
following post from defcon5 was classic big time! Not 
only did he utilize an image that just plain RUINED the 
thread, but the sarcasm and creativeness of it in so 
little words, was second to none IMO. 
"Originally posted by defcon5 
I believe this is an accurate accounting of planet X’s 
orbit and current location based on information from 
ZataTalk: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
" 
Sarcasm is the Drink of the day... 
I don't believe the OP ever responded, and no 
wonder...! 
O' ya...feel free to title your link with anything witty...I 
tried above - but only time will tell... 
Have fun and enjoy!! 
;)
Link to thread: ...thread411534/pg1
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Introduction to Atlantology
Created by: Skyfloating on November 17, flags: 39, replies: 
171
An Atlantologist is someone who studies legends, 
myths, reports and evidence about and for Atlantis 
specifically and ancient lost and sunken civilizations in 
general. 
Conventional Archaeology and History does not 
recognize advanced “pre-historic” civilizations. 
According to conventional archaeology/history we 
were primitive hunter-gatherers before 7000 B.C. 
The reason given for this is that no evidence that 
satisfies scientific scrutiny has been found - yet. 
Atlantology is therefore not taken seriously in 
academic circles - and rightly so. Science priorities 
should be with what is more likely to be proven. 
Meanwhile however, dreamers and adventurers 
continue the search. 
This is not a thread for the debate “Atlantologists vs. 
Conventional Knowledge”. We have enough of those 
threads here. It is also not a thread about “Did Atlantis 
exist or not?”. It is a thread for those who have 
decided to pursue the belief that Atlantis did in fact 
exist – a thread for Atlantologists and those interested 
in Atlantology to compare their data and dig 
deeper...much deeper than the Base-1 question “Did 
Atlantis exist?”. 
(visit  the  thread to view linked images)Image: Ancient 
Egyptian Statue in the Mediterranean 
Atlantology is based on some of the following core-
concepts: 
1. "Heliocentric Diffusionism" 
This is the idea that all cultures originate from one 
culture. This would explain why the myths and legends 
of cultures around the globe have more in common 
with each other than not. 
Only one example: From the wilderness of South 
American Forests to the Barren Planes of Australie, to 
the icey frost of Scandinavia we find myths on 
Serpents, Flying Serpents, the worship  of serpents. 
Other examples of commonality or even exact 
matches will be shown in this thread. 
2. Euhemerism 
Euhemerism is a method of interpretation that treats 
mythological accounts as a reflection of actual 
historical events. It acknowledges that mythological 
accounts may have been distorted, exaggerated and 
coloured by cultural contexts, but respects them as 
being based on some type of reality nevertheless. 
3. Occult/Hermetic Study Traditions 
"Occult" or "Hermetic" in the original sense of the 
word, refers to knowledge that is hidden, secret or only 
passed down among elite initiates. 

The Occultists worldview (the term "Occultist" has 
nothing to do with the modern christian interpretation 
of the word) is that there are two streams of 
knowledge throughout history: The knowledge fed to 
“the masses”  or the general populace and knowledge 
reserved for those in power. Many conceptes of 
Atlantology originate from hermetic/occult sources, 
secret societies, the inner circles of various religions 
and cults, and upper levels of organizations. It is 
believed that the information given to the general 
populace by religion, science and mass-media, is 
watered-down, distorted and oftentimes completely 
wrong. 
One side-belief of the hermeticist is that a human is 
able to “channel” information from higher, non-physical 
sources in order to gain and gather information on 
various subjects. Apart from ancient textbooks, sacred 
scrolls and scriptures, “channeling” is seen as an 
additional source of information on Atlantis. According 
to occult tradition, the less a channel “filters” 
information, the more accurate it will come out. 
Among Occultists it is known that there are more 
"channeling" mediums which are frauds/hoaxes than 
genuine ones. This is measured by whether the 
medium can make statements and predictions that are 
verifiable. One example of a medium where this is 
considered the case by Atlantologists, is Edgar Cayce. 
4. Ancient Astronaut Theory 
This is a fairly modern theory that proposes that either 
extraterrestrials or interdimensional beings or 
technologically advanced humans visited or roamed 
the earth in the stone age but then left the earth taking 
their technology and knowledge with them. I will later 
outline how exactly this ties in with Atlantology. 
5. The Disaster/Deluge/Flood/Cataclysm Myth 
Atlantologists refer to an event of massive proportions 
which destroyed the civilization and ended the 
Atlantean Empire. 
Most discussions on Atlantis only touch the surface. 
This surface-layer is, in the opinion of the Hermeticist, 
only a diversion from the deeper aspects of 
Atlantology. One of these surface-layer discussions 
surrounds the Greek Philosopher Platos account of 
Atlantis. Plato is, however, neither the only source of 
Atlantological information, nor the most important, nor 
even especially accurate. 
Another diversion/deflection tactic of surface-
discussions is to say “Atlantis was in...”  and to fill in the 
blank with one specific location at the expense of any 
other location. Examples: 
“Atlantis was in Cyprus!” 
“Atlantis discovered off the coast of Cuba!” 
“No, Atlantis was actually in Bolivia!” 
“Atlantis was in the Atlantic were now the Azores are!”. 
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The ensuing fight and discussion is a waste of time. 
Atlantis is merely an umbrella term for an Empire that 
was spread across the entire earth. If there are ancient 
underwater artifacts found off the coast of Indonesia, 
and others found off the coast of the Bahamas, there 
is no sense in fighting over which one of them was 
“Atlantis”. Instead, both are remnants of an ancient lost 
civilization. 
In time I intend on adding material in support of 
Atlantology as an interesting field of study. 
(visit  the thread to view linked images)Image: Artists 
Impression of Atlantis, near Cuba 
I understand that I cannot determine what is and what 
is not discussed in this thread, but will make two polite 
requests, so that this thread is pleasant to read: 
To "true believers": Do not start attacking skeptics and 
turning this into another "believers vs. skeptics" thread. 
Skeptics sometimes ask good questions...forcing us to 
dig deeper. And in digging deeper we sometimes find 
new information and better answers. 
To "skeptics": No claims of proof or evidence are being 
made in this thread. The purpose of this thread is to go 
beyond the base-1 question "Is Atlantis real?" and 
simply act as if it is real to see what data we can find 
from that vantage. 
[edit on 17-11-2008 by Skyfloating]
Link to thread: ...thread412294/pg1

Mothership over MO? With 
vid!!
Created by: alyosha1981 on November 19, flags: 39, 
replies: 217
Just found this looks pretty cool to me just want to 
know what your thoughts are.Not sure if this vid is 
already on here but if not here it is enjoy!(isit  the thread 
to view linked videos) 
Link to thread: ...thread412947/pg1

Cosmic Top Secret 
Information
Created by: blowfishdl on November 23, flags: 39, replies: 
133
(Former US Army Colonel Robert Dean breaks his 
oath of secrecy to reveal details of the 'assessment', a 
highly classified NATO document concerning UFOs.) 
"DID THE ASSESSMENT REVEAL THE 
EXTRATERRESTRIALS' INTENTIONS? 
"... It stated that there was evidently some kind of plan 
or process unfolding, that the Earth and the entire 
human race is, and has been, the subject of an 

intensive, ongoing survey by several ET civilizations. 
Evidence in the report showed that this extraterrestrial 
study had been going on for a very long time, possibly 
thousands of years, and that NATO  and SHAPE policy 
dictated that the study of UFOs continue, with as many 
resources as necessary being commited to the 
subject ..." 
WHAT WAS THE ASSESSMENT'S CONCLUSION? 
"... It concluded that there apparently was not a threat 
from the aliens, and that in any case there was nothing 
that we could do to match them technologically. The 
Assessment (subtitled 'Of a Possible Military Threat to 
the Allied Forces of Europ) was around 460 pages 
long and also came with annexes and appendices 
which covered areas like meteorological and 
electromagnetic effects as well as the predicted 
psychological and social effects that knowledge of ETs 
would have on the general population ..." 
DID THE ASSESSMENT MENTION HOW MANY 
DIFFERENT ET SPECIES WERE VISITING US? 
"They referred to four seperate groups that they knew 
of ... There were incredible things happening, cases 
where UFOs would come down and land and beings 
would get out and make contact, speak in the person's 
language and invite people aboard. There were 
different kinds .. some of them were little guys with 
green skin, some looked like they had verticle pupils 
and skin like a lizard. Some looked identical to human 
beings. It was this particular group that really seemed 
to worry the admirals and generals at NATO ..." 
DO YOU KNOW IF THE NUMBER OF KNOWN ALIEN 
SPECIES HAS CHANGED? 
"... When I retired in 1976, i still had my security 
clearance and I discovered we (the US military) knew 
of around 12. The latest I've been told from people I 
trust in the government is that there could be as many 
as 100. One type is said to look exactly like us, so that 
you could sit next to one in a restraunt and you would 
never know ..." 
DID YOU SEE ANY ALIEN AUTOPSY REPORTS IN 
THE ASSESSMENT? 
"... I saw photos and read a transcript of a commentry 
from the medical examiners who were conducting an 
autopsy on several alien bodies that had been 
recovered from a crash near Timmensdorferstrand in 
Germany in 1963 or 64. This thing was 30 metres in 
diameter, and they discovered 12 little dudes in it. I 
saw photos of them loading the bodies on stretchers - 
little grey guys, all dead. There were photos of a 
British Army Engineer Battalion 
taking the disc apart. It came apart like a pie and they 
hauled away the pieces ..." 
WHAT DID THE AUTOPSY REPORT REVEAL 
ABOUT THE ALIENS' BIOLOGY? 
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"... They concluded they had a lung system and could 
breathe our air. They had a circulatory system, 
although completely different to ours. There was no 
digestive system, no ailmentary tract, no rectum 
whatsoever, and they didn't appear to have any 
reproductive organs. What surprised the examiners 
most was the fact that they looked identical. They 
remarked that these guys seemed to have been cut 
from the same pattern, that maybe they were some 
kind of laboratory product .." 
Source: 
Webpage 
Link to thread: ...thread413910/pg1

Bush pardons himself
Created by: all2human on November 13, flags: 38, replies: 
132
www.youtube.com 
"President Bush pardon's himself against potential 
warcrimes"(visit the link for the full news article) 
[edit on 14-11-2008 by all2human]
Link to thread: ...thread411513/pg1

Those behind the Obama 
Birth Cert conspiracy
Created by: southern_Guardian on November 16, flags: 38, 
replies: 325
There is an obvious attempt here to discredit president 
elect Obama and his win by making the claim that he 
was not actually born here. Every week there is 
something new about his birth certificate and it is 
almost as if whatever flaws are found in these claims 
to discredit the new president elect there is always 
some excuse or the accusation of "denial" on those 
who see these flaws in these birth certificate claims. I 
mean I find it hypocritical when one is to use the word 
ignorance to describe those who choose to see 
through these BC smears and yet this information 
tends to be always partisan or bias in nature. 
So where is this information of Obamas birth certificate 
sourced from in the first place? They certainly are not 
from major independent news outlets, infact at best we 
tend to find these birth certificate smears sourced from 
bias sources who tend to be slanted a certain way. 
Heres one, "americas right" 
Way to go to get your information from a conservative 
blog that seems to do nothing else but talk about these 
smears against the president elect, better yet, what a 
place to get your source of information from even 
those it directly links itself to "fox news" "the drudge 

report" and the "national rifles association". Damn, 
what a way to deny ignorance. 
(well atleast they confirmed bergs case was 
dismissed) 
And heres another one, "the right perspective" 
What a place to get your sources of information when 
you have negative feelings against the president elect. 
Why dont we deny ignorance by going to an obvious 
rightwing website that seems to have half its stories 
about Barack Obama. Hey heres a message straight 
from that website: 
The greatest enemy of the political “left” are facts! 
Liberals have taught John that since they choose to 
believe what they want 
Yes lets get our information about the man from a 
website created only to smear the man by the very 
guy, berg, who is trying to sue Obama. I mean 
seriously how the heck can anybody take a thread 
seriously that chooses to reference from these outright 
slanted sources?? 
And last on my list, 
Yes, this self proclaimed "independent" news outlet 
has such articles as, 
Homosexual madness 
Why the powerful despise Sarah Palin 
and "Is liberalism political madness" 
These are the kinds of places folks here tend to get 
information from to claim this and that about the 
president elects brith certificate. I mean seriously how 
are we going to deny ignorance as a community here 
on ATS if we are going to constantly believe and take 
an individuals word for it purely before we have our 
own personal agenda, nevermind the facts. 
So now lets look further into those members who have 
made attempts to put Obama on trial. 
Phillip J berg 
As you all know this man started the "charge" against 
Obama and his birth certificate and ever since then 
members here have been jumping on bandwagon 
taking this entire charge as true and referencing this 
mans claim whenever they wish to smear barack 
Obama. So who is Philip J berg, whats his deal?? 
Phil, as Ill call him, was Deputy Attorney General of 
Pennsylvania for about 8years. He ran twice for the 
governors position and once for the US senate and on 
all those times he failed to win these elections. It 
should also be noted that phil here was a very 
passionate and strong supporter of Hillary clinton 
during the primaries and donated and undisclosed 
amount to her campaign over that period of time. He 
could be quoted for refering to hillary as "she is a 
remarkable woman" Phil could also be quoted saying 
that "Obama just never turned me on" among many 
other negative feelings against the president elect. 
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You see, the first thing to take note here is that Berg 
has always suffered from dissapointment through his 
life, as have we all, but with phil here, he seems to 
take it to heart, and on somebody else. The man ran 
numerous times for a life politics but failed, and we he 
had hopes in getting a woman he so admired into the 
president, after his money spent and time donated, all 
fell apart. It is evident phil here has very deep personal 
issues about Obama that had nothing to do with the 
constitution the birth certificate, and his passion about 
hillary ran deep, so deep  that her loss pushed him 
over. But his motives for making these accusations on 
Obama go deeper. 
Mr Berg is an opportunist along with his goals for 
political ambition, he has through his political career 
made court cases against large political figures like the 
three Supreme Court Justices in 2000 and against 
Bush in the past where he called for world leaders to 
lay charges on what is the most powerful man on 
earth. Now I like the idea that charging these folks, but 
its obvious berg was acting too big for his boots, and 
as far as I can see it, the man has been seeking the 
media lime light for some time now and his doing no 
different. The man had a personal agenda. 
How about another thing from bergs past, 
___________________________________________ 
RICHARD HOLSWORTH and ELIZABETH : CIVIL 
ACTION 
HOLSWORTH 
Plaintiffs VS 
PHILIP J. BERG, ESQ 
Defendant 
___________________________________________ 
It appears that he takes no responsibility for carrying 
his work out in a irresponsible manner to those clients 
who pay him in the assumption that his a good lawyer. 
His known by judges to be professionally incompetent 
in his work and history of trying to score media 
attention should be evident enough for this. 
Alan keyes 
Why are folks now so desperate to jump  onto his 
courtcase against Obama. This man probably has the 
most obvious personal agenda against the president 
elect as compared to anybody else. 
On numerous times Keye ran for public office including 
the two presidential campaigns in 1996 and again in 
2004. He ran for the Maryland senate in 1988 and 
1992. The man attracted controversy when he was 
exposed for taking $8,463/month salary from his 
campaign fund during his 92' run. Lets not forget his 
loss to Obama for the illinois senate in 2004 after a 
bitter campaign and then ran against him again in the 
2008 presidential elections.
In all seriousness Im not going to even bother with the 
other very minor lawsuits launched in conjunction, 

what I do know is that it appears to be obvious thagt 
everybody supporting this Birth certificate BS has their 
own personal agenda, whether it be irrational anger as 
the result of a loss of their candidate, or whether it be 
irrational suspicions of the man and his middle name, 
or maybe its probably to get attention. Eitherway we 
should all be here to deny ignorance, its a shame 
those that some members only choose to see what 
they want to believe. 
By the least we can deny ignorance by looking at both 
sides of the story, and not just one side.
Link to thread: ...thread412162/pg1

2012 totally debunked!
Created by: Amenti on November 1, flags: 37, replies: 120
The title pretty much says it all 
(visit the thread to view linked videos) 
or if you prefer YouTube, here is part one, and part 
two 
you can download it in WMV format here 
feel free to upload it anywhere. 
I have been hearing this stuff for so long I thought it 
was true too. 
I did a lot of research for this one and I was surprised 
to find out what i did, which is that most of what we are 
told about 2012 has no basis in reality..seriously. 
Here are a few points I hit. 
Solstice sun galactic alignment 
actual galactic alignment 
precession 
pole shift 
planet x 
mayan calender 
mayan "predictions" 
possible reasons for the deception. 
Here are some of my references 
References:The Sun's motion perpendicular to the 
galactic plane 
Earth's Inconstant Magnetic Field 
The Planet X Saga: The Scientific Arguments in a 
Nutshell 
Response to Counterarguments Appendix 5 to Maya 
Cosmo genesis 2012 by John Major Jenkins 
Texas A&M Oceanographer Challenges Plate 
Tectonics As Reason For Poles' Shift 
What is that pole shift thing? 
The Myth of a 12th Planet: 
A Brief Analysis of Cylinder Seal VA 243 
www.sitchiniswrong.com/VA243seal.pdf 
precession of the equinoxes 
Our Galactic Plane 
MEANING OF THE BALL GAME IN MAYAN 
MYTHOLOGY 
Great Celestial Conjunction Crosses 
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The World Age cosmology of the Maya calendar end-
date in A.D.2012 and its basis in a rare astronomical 
alignment of the solstice sun with the Milky Way 
Galaxy 
Planetary Alignments: Fact or Fiction? 
The Platonic Year & the 
Maya Long Count: Fractal 
Confused about 2012 (yes, another one!) 
Planet X? Nope, an admitted hoax! 
positon on galactic plane 
music from raptifybeats.com 
EDIT: fixed links 
[edit on 1-11-2008 by Amenti]
Link to thread: ...thread407257/pg1

Elite power list for anyone 
that feels we are losing 
against the NWO
Created by: XXXN3O on November 11, flags: 37, replies: 
169
I came across this thread today 
The NEW Answer: Ignorance = Sanity! 
In short it inspired me to create this thread. 
It seems in general there are quite a few people who 
believe that the cause if you like is lost and submission 
to gloablism etc is inevitable. 
Assuming that we are indeed being influenced by 
elites, governments, corrupt groups, cartels or 
whatever they may be labelled as which does not 
actually matter. I think that it is time to put things in 
perspective here and the first step  I think would be the 
wisest is to know your enemy.
I suggest that we make a list of every single thing that 
gives "Them" the power to control us all that we know 
of at present. 
I think this will give a good solid foundation to enable 
people to start to create a way to defeat this parasite 
once and for all. 
I will start this here in no particular order as the next 
part is the order once we have enough of these control 
points here, 
Media influence 
Taxes 
Think tanks 
Laws 
Money 
Education 
Government secrecy 
Politicians 
Secret Societies 
Family bloodlines 
Technology 

Surveillance 
Propoganda 
War 
Control of life essentials 
Weapons control (not all countries...yet) 
I have started a list here for everyone to contribute to 
and would appreciate a response as I am looking to 
actively make a list then arrange it into a structure in 
another thread that allows us to see clearly where we 
stand. 
Only from there can we ever even fathom an idea to 
stop it. 
It has went on far too long and it is time to sort it out. 
:up: 
[edit on 11-11-2008 by XXXN3O]
Link to thread: ...thread410650/pg1

The Statue few know about
Created by: imd12c4funn on November 15, flags: 37, 
replies: 66
I was sent an email regarding this statue. here is the 
skinny. 
"Subject: THE STATUE 
DO YOU KNOW WHAT THIS IS? WHERE THIS IS? 
THE STATUE 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
This statue currently stands outside the Iraqi palace, 
Now home to the 4th Infantry division. 
It will eventually be shipped home and put in the 
memorial museum at Fort Hood, TX 
The statue was created by an Iraqi artist named Kalat, 
who for years was forced by Saddam Hussein to make 
the many hundreds of bronze busts of Saddam that 
dotted Baghdad .. 
Kalat was so grateful for the Americans liberation of 
his country; 
He melted 3 of the heads of the fallen Saddam and 
made the statue as a memorial to the American 
soldiers 
and their fallen warriors. 
Kalat worked on this memorial night and day for 
several months. 
To the left of the kneeling soldier is a small Iraqi girl 
giving the soldier comfort as he mourns the 
loss of his comrade in arms. 
Do you know why we don't hear about this in the 
news? 
Because it is heart warming and 
praise worthy.. 
The media avoids it because it does not have the 
shock effect." 
Thought this was somewhat interesting.
Link to thread: ...thread411890/pg1
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"ImpeachObama.com" Was 
Registered Before Obama 
Was Even A Senator (2004)
Created by: TrustMeIKnow on November 18, flags: 37, 
replies: 97
Digg.com 
whois.domaintools.com/ImpeachObama.com was 
registered on 2004-07-15 
Is it just me or is this just a bit weird. Has anyone ever 
been projected to be President this early on in their 
political career? I mean, he had even less experience 
at the time then after his Senate years... 
Keep  in mind that I have no preference on who is the 
President of the U.S., though I think for social reasons, 
Obama was the correct choice. So I am not advocating 
Obama actually be impeached. 
As well, I am aware of "Name Squatters"; those who 
purchase domain names waiting for it to be worth their 
while at some point or another. 
So the possibilities are as follows, in my opinion: 
1) Name Squatter who also bought 'Impeach' 
doomains for other political personalities. 
This option is sketchy as Hilary was a more popular 
potential candidate at the time (2004) then Obama and 
her Impeach.com site was created in July of 2007 (just 
enter "ImpeachHilary.com" into the searech bar on 
"whois.domaintools.com"; linked above). 
McCain's was created in 2005 and has been 
mentioned many times as a possible Presidential 
candidate during the Bush Administration. 
Obama was barely a blip on the radar. 
2) Someone prepping for the inevitable smear 
campaigns of the 2008 election season and 'in the 
know'. 
Not a completely far-fetched idea considering 
Obama's Bilderberg associations...Obama and the 
Bilderbergers -PROOF! 
Is there a way to glean more information from the 
registration info provided? 
Edit To Fix Ex Tags 
P.S. Let's keep this thread from being off topic or 
partisan, please. 
[edit on 18-11-2008 by TrustMeIKnow]
Link to thread: ...thread412632/pg1

Financial Disaster Will Lead 
to Civil Disorder in 2009 or 
2010, Says Secret Citibank 
Memo
Created by: DimensionalDetective on November 29, flags: 
37, replies: 90
www.naturalnews.com 
"An internal memo from a top  Citibank analyst reveals 
what the banks really think about the global financial 
situation, and the outlook is grim. 
"The world is not going back to normal after the 
magnitude of what they have done. When the dust 
settles this will either work, and the money they have 
pushed into the system will feed through into an 
inflation shock," wrote Tom Fitzpatrick, Citibank's chief 
technical strategist. 
He goes on to explain that the massive money 
creation efforts by the Federal Reserve and other 
central banks will end with one of two things: A 
resurgence of inflation, or a fall into "depression, civil 
disorder and possibly wars." "(visit the link for the full 
news article) 
MOD Note: PLEASE READ: *Revised* - 
Instructions for the Breaking News Forums 
"* Copy the exact headline of the story into the 
headline field, don't make one up  or sensationalise it. 
Submissions with inaccurate, biased or otherwise 
deceptive headlines may be moved, closed or 
deleted." 
[edit on 11/29/2008 by semperfortis]
Link to thread: ...thread415684/pg1

9/11 and Hitlers Parliment 
Building
Created by: TheMythLives on November 16, flags: 36, 
replies: 37
Febuary of 1933 Hitler staged an attack burning down 
his own German Parliment Building and blamed it on 
Communist Terrorist. With the uproar of the citizens of 
Germany, Hitler passed the Enabling acts; eliminating 
the german constitution. Then he began wars that 
were fought in the name of homeland secruity. 
"On March 23, 1933, the newly elected members of 
the German Parliament (the Reichstag) met in the 
Kroll Opera House in Berlin to consider passing 
Hitler's Enabling Act. It was officially called the 'Law for 
Removing the Distress of the People and the Reich.' If 
passed, it would effectively mean the end of 
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democracy in Germany and establish the legal 
dictatorship of Adolf Hitler." 
History Place 
"An evil exists that threatens every man, woman, and 
child of this great nation. We must take steps to 
ensure our domestic secruity and protect our 
homeland." Adolf Hitler 
9/11 
President Bush on September of 2001 knew full well 
and financed the attacks on the World Trader Center 
building. Some of the hijackers were trained in the 
United States, on Military Property. There is a lot of 
evidence to say that this attack was known about 
before hand and made to happen. With the uproar and 
pure anger of Americans. President Bush signed the 
Patriot Acts, as well as other Acts. Then President 
Bush started illegal wars in Iraq and Afghanastan all in 
the name of Homeland Secruity. 
"(Referring to the Patriot Acts) a piece of legislation 
that's vital to win the war on terror and to protect the 
American people."- President Bush
Here's some more events, reminescent of this: 
World War I 
President Woodrow Wilson declares Neutrality (This 
happened behind the Presidents back and forced him 
to make a move). However, his advisor and mentor 
Colonel Edward House and Sir Edward Grey 
(Secretary of England), had other ideas. In a 
documented conversation between the two parties: 
Sir Edward Grey asked Colonel Edward House, "What 
will America do if Germans sink an ocean liner with 
American passengers on Board?" 
Colonel Edward House responded, "I believe that a 
flame of indignation would sweep  the united States 
and that by itself would be sufficent to carry us into 
war." 
A few days later the Lusitania is sunk by German U-
Boats. The New York Times recieved and published 
warnings by German Embassadors warning them of 
the potential dangers of entering the war zone. And the 
rest is history. 
WWII 
Pearl Harbor: 
Roosevelt and Henry Stimson both discussed how to 
play America in the war. In Stimson's diary he explains 
what was discussed: 
"The Question was how should we maneuver them 
(Japanese) into firing the First shot...It was desirable to 
make sure the Japanese be the ones to do this, so 
that there should remain no doubt as to who were the 
aggressors.) November 25, 1941- Henry Stimson- 
Secretary of War. 
Roosevelt claimed Neutrality and did everything to 
anger the Japanese. 
-Halted all trade of petroleum with the Japanese. 

-Froze all Japanses assests. 
-Aided Japan's enemies, which is against war rules 
(Supplied military aid to the british and made loans to 
China). 
Australian Intelligence told Roosevelt of a Japanese 
task force moving toward Pearl Harbor. Before Pearl 
Harbor most American did not want anything to do with 
the war, after Pearl Harbor 1 million men enlisted to 
fight the war. 
Vietnam 
2 United States Destroyers were said to have been 
attacked by Vietnamese PT Boats. The odd thing was 
that this event did not happen, the war was only meant 
to be fought, not won. This would help  increase 
bankers wealth. Robert McNamara stated that it was a 
mistake, while other officals say it was a bold face lie. 
Now we have Iraq/Afghanastan/ and the soon to be 
Iran. 
Nothing is more profitable than War, and guess who 
profits from war? 
The Banks-who controls the banks 
The Elite-aquired through 
Money &War- what will the money&war bring 
The New World Order
Link to thread: ...thread412128/pg1

Worker trampled to death at 
Long Island Wal-Mart during 
Black Friday stampede
Created by: 1curious1 on November 28, flags: 36, replies: 
263
www.nydailynews.com 
"Worker trampled to death at Long Island Wal-Mart 
during Black Friday stampede 
BY JOE GOULD 
DAILY NEWS WRITER 
Friday, November 28th 2008, 9:27 AM 
A worker died after being trampled and a woman 
miscarried when hundreds of shoppers smashed 
through the doors of a Long Island Wal-Mart Friday 
morning, witnesses said. 
The unidentified worker, employed as an overnight 
stock clerk, tried to hold back the unruly crowds just 
after the Valley Stream store opened at 5 a.m. 
Witnesses said the surging throngs of shoppers 
knocked the man down. He fell and was stepped on. 
As he gasped for air, shoppers ran over and around 
him. 
Link to thread: ...thread415386/pg1
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Alien technology already in 
our possession
Created by: 0bserver1 on November 3, flags: 35, replies: 64
When I was surfing on one of my favorite web  sites, 
and always searching to something that satisfies my 
needs of coming closer to the truth. 
I stumbled on this video and this guy who calls himself 
Alien scientist. Then I thought why not find out what he 
has to say about UFO’s and al the science around this 
thing. 
Then when I was watching his vid. It became clear that 
this guy was well informed in his research and talks in 
a way like that bob  lazar would speak about science 
and UFO’s. But anyway this guy intrigued me and his 
video’s also. 
The debunkers always say we need proof. I want to 
see something physical I have to see it with my own 
eyes to know that UFO’s exists and that there are alien 
space craft here on earth. 
Well I can tell you by looking at this video. Its right 
under your noses! 
We are not that smart to go within one hundred years 
of study to flying saucers do we? 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Don’t know if this video’s are already been discussed if 
its so then you may pass or may not its up to yourself. 
I placed two of his video’s in here the rest you 
probably know how to find because there more were 
this came from enjoy. 
Link to thread: ...thread407864/pg1

Near-death experiences are 
real and we have the proof, 
say scientists
Created by: neil a on November 8, flags: 35, replies: 327
www.newsmonster.co. uk 
"Jeanette, a 43-year-old student nurse from 
Eastbourne, had a near-death experience in 1979 
when she was just 18-years-old. It was triggered when 
a blood clot in her leg broke up into seven pieces and 
clogged the main vessels in her lungs, starving her 
body of oxygen. The doctors were certain that she 
would die. She did – but then returned to tell the tale. 
Read more 
Link to thread: ...thread409962/pg1
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